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by 
Jerry D. Badger 
1' 
This pap~r covers part of the tp.eory of analyti~c 
~ w 
;t., 
.. 
manifolds and a brief introduction to Lie groups. A 
knowledge of real variables and general topology is 
assurn~d. The topi~s covered for a. manifold are chartsJ 
real valued fu.nctions., tangent vectors . ., differentials., 
differential forms; and infinitesimal transformations. 
Mappings of ·manifolds, subrnanifolds., and products of 
manifolds are also covered. A knowledge of group theory 
and topological groups is assu~ed for the introduction 
· to Lie groups and local Lie groups. 
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ANALYTIC MANIFOLDS 
by 
Jerry D.. Badger 
This paper.covers part of the theory of analytic 
manifolds and a brief introduttion to Lie groups. A 
knowledge of real variables and general topology is 
assumed. The t~p~cs covered for a manifold are charts~ 
real valued functions, tangent vectors, -differentials, 
differential forms, and infinitesimal transformations . 
.. Mappings of manifolds, submanifolds, and products of· 
manifolds are also co~er~d. A kno~ledge of group theory 
and topological groups is assumed £cir the introduction 
to Lie groups and local Lie· groups. 
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Introduction · 
I A function f is a set · of ordered pairs which h,as the ·· 
~ following property: 
If,1 (x,y) 
€"f and (x; z) e f, then y - z. 
-
. 
As usual we write "y =·f(x)" for "(x,y) e f" .. The domain 
of a function is denoted dorn{f) and the· • denoted range 1S 
. 
_ran{f). Let f, g, and h be functions. The composition 
t/J 
off by g is denoted fog. The composi~ion is a funttion 
{possibly the empty set). If x·e dom{fog), then· 
{fog)(x) = f(g(x)). We also have the issociative law: 
fo(goh) = {fog)oh. 
We shall write f:X-+Y if and only if f is a function, 
·' ' 
dom(f) = X, ·and ran(£) S. Y. We say that f is defined in X 
. 
if and only if dom{f) ~X, and f is defined on X if and only 
·,.., 
if X Sdorn(f) I If f is a fun·ction and w is. a set, then the 
restriction off to Wis denoted fjW. The image of ·the-set 
Wunder the function f is denoted f[W]; the inverse image 
is denoted f- 1 [WJ. If U and V are sets, their cross product 
is denoted uxv. 
z+ denotes the positive integers, and R denotes the 
+. n -real number ·system. For each n e Z, R denotes real 
::,: 
i·: 
n Euclidean n-space_. For x e R, we use superscripts to indicate. 
the coordinates of x and W"rite 
. ( 1 · 2 •a n) ( i I lL . L ) X = X , X , • • • , X ::-- = X -1-n . 
If l~k~n, then 7Tk:Rn-R denotes the k-thprojection function. 
Let G be a group and U,VSG. Then 
UV = { u~ I . u e U and v e V } and u-i = { u -l · I u e U J. 
··:: . 
. , . 
.. 
• 
.,.,,_ 
..... ~ .. =..~.\-,.~---· t 
II,', 
', ' 
3 '. 
+ .. n 
.For each n E Z and U S:_G, U = UU· · ·U (n times). The identity 
is usu~lly denoted bye. If G has a topology on it, then any 
.neighborhood of e is call~d a nucleus. We use the following 
theorem for topological groups. 
Theorem A: Let G be a group and 'Ya nonempty family of 
· subsets of · G. 
1.n'Y= {e}. 
2. If V E Y and V~W SG, then W E 'V. 
3. If. V1 , Vz E 'Y, then v1nv2 E o/. 
4. For each V. E r, ~here is a vl E Y ~uch that 
-1 v1v1 ~V. 
n/· -1 01/' 5. If Vey and a e G, then a Va e , . 
' ' 
If -G is a ~opological group and · r is the family of all 
nucleii, then r ha~ properties 2, 3, 4, ana 5; CV has 
. . 
property 1 if and o·nly i~ G ·is _T2 {Hausdorff). 
-If o/ is any family with· proper.ti-es 2., 3, 4, and 5·,. 
, . . 
then there is ·a unique·(' topology on G. which makes G a 
. ' . . 
. • .. 
. . 
topological group· with· r·as th-e. fam~ly of ai1 nucleii; the 
topological group is· T 2 · if and only if cy has property 1 . 
.We tts·:~ -th·e. following_ t.wo r.e.al ·variable -t.heorems. 
-
'• 
.... 
Implicit Function Theorem B: Let cp 1 , · · · ·,cpn _be· functions of 
.m re~l variables, and let each function be analytic at 
y = (yl,. ··,ym) = o. Let the ~trix 
• 
_). 
..1 
•: '· 
:· :.;· .... 
,r, . 
• 1 ~ 
ocp. (. 7 I l~i~n and l~j ~m ) 
oyJ o 
have rank m. Then m~n and the equations 
l L• L 
-1-n, 
can be.solved near y = o in terms of m of the x. as 
1 
Yj - .J, ( X . · • • X ~ ) 1 L.J• L,m 
. - "j 11 ' ' 1m ' . - - .- ' 
4 
where each "Wj is analytic at (q:,i1 (o), · · ·,q:,im(o)). Conversely, 
· if ·the equations(*) have such a solution, then the rank of 
', . 
. . 
the matrix is m. , 
Second Implicit Function Theorem C: Let q:, 1,·· ·,q:,n be functions 
of (xl,: · · ,xn,yl, · · · ,yn) which are analytic. at o = (o, · · · ,o). 
Let 
d(f). 
det( 1 I lLi J·~n) ~ o .. ~:. dyj lo· - ' - r 
Then the equations 
( 1 n 1 n)· cp • X , · ' · , X , y ,: ' !' ·• , y · .- .= · ·O , 1 ~ i ~ n , 1 . : . 
can' be solved near (y1, · · · ,yn) = o in terrris' of Xl, · · · .xn as 
Yi .. ,, . (~xl .. ··- xn) lL1· Ln = "'i J . ' ~ - - ' 
wher~ each j. is analytic at (x1,.:.,xn) 1 . 
I 
= o. 
. ..... ... .. " . -
Each theor·em in this paper is numbered (except for the 
introduct·ion). The number 2. 5 refers to the fifth theorem in 
section 2 of the chapter where the reference appears. The 
.. 
nurnb,er I. 3. lll refers to the eleventh theorem in section 3 
of c_hapter I. 
. \ 
j 
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Chapt,er I 
ANALYTIC MANIFOLDS 
§1. Charts~ coordinates, and analytic manifolds . 
. ·.,. 
Definition 1.1: Let f be a re~l valued function defined·in-\, 
Rn. f is analytic at x0 E Rn if and only if the following 
holds: 
r 
There is an open neighborhood U of x0 such that f may 
• 
• • 
expressed as a convergent power series in (x1 -x~), l ~ i ~ n, 
for x E U. (Note that this requires U Sdolil(f).) 
Definition 1.2: Let USR0 and f:U-'>Rm. f is analytic at 
Xo E Rn if and only if for each i = lJ·~····,m, 1r.of. is 1 
1 t . t Rn. ana .Y ic a. x0 e 
Observe that if f:U-+R~ is· analytic at x0 , then 
x0 EU~ (interi6r) and f is continuous at x0 • The following • 
theorem.is well known. 
Theorem 1.3: tet USRn and VSRm. Let f:U-+Rm and g:V-Rk. 
If f is analytit.at x0 and g ts analytic at £(x0 ), then 
gof. is '!,na~~ytic at .. x0 ·• 
. 
Theorem 1.4: Let USRn and £:u·--.Rm. Let·gSf. ·If g is 
analytic at x0 , then f is analytic at _x0 . 1 
'-· 
,. 
\ 
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6 
P-roof: Let 1 L • L Then • analyt'ic_ at.x0 . So - 1 - m. .,,. • 0 g 1S ]_ 
.. 
W:Rn -there . . open· set such that 1S an XO € w and 1T. og can be· 1 
• • expressed as a conveigent power series in xJ-~, 1 ~ j ~ n, 
for x e W. Since dom(1riog) = dom(g), -we h·ave W£dom(g)SU. 
Thus W ~ dom(f) = dom(1r i f)·. Since g ~-f, for x e W, g(x) = f (x). 
Thus 1r.of can be expre~sed ·as a convergent power series for 1 
·1 
XE w. Sri f is analytic at·x. Q.EoD. 0 
. . .. 
~ . Ariother way to state this·result is as follows. Let 
n · m · n . m USR and f:_{!~R . Let VGR and g:V--..R be-analytic at x0 • 
. If there is a neighborhood W of x0 such that for all x e W, 
f(x.) = · g(x), · then f is· analytic at ~-o· 
Definition 1·.s: Let X be a topological space . 
.. 
i) o is a chart on WSX if and onlj if the following 
hold: 
a) dom(q). = W ~nd Wis open. 
·, 
b) There is an n e z+ such tha-t ran( cr) S Rn and 
ran(cr) is open. 
c) cr:W~ran(o) is a 1i.o~eornorphism . 
.. . ii) Let a be a · chart on W ~X. n is 'the dimension of cr 
if.and only if cr ,'.cp and ran(o)~Rn. (_q) is the empty set.) 
'• 
" · iii) Let o be a c~n__ W !:X and p e X. The coordi:nate 
~~ 
. 
· 1 'ri of p. in the chart o is o(p) = (x ,·. ·,X ). 
\ 
iv) cr is a chart in X if and only if there is a W £X 
such that cr is a chart on W. 
\ .. 
,. 
,• J 
.-i 
- I , 
j, •I 
·t---- . 
.• ( ·, 
, 
v) a is a chart at p e X if and-only if a is a chart 
· in X and p e dom(cr). · 
Definition 1.6: Let X be a -~~pological space and p e X. Let 
a and p be charts in·X. 
i) o and p ~re analytically·related at p if and only 
)n ) -1 -1 if p € dom(cr dom(p and crop and pocr are analytic at 
p(p) and cr(p), resp~ct·ively. 
. ii) cr and pare ~nalytically rel@ted.if and orily if 
for each q e X, if q E dom(cr)ndom(p), then a and pare 
analytically related at q. 
Definition 1.7: Let X be a topological space. , 
7 
i) Xis locally Euclidean at p 
€
 
X if and only if there.~-
• chart at l.S a p. t? '·'I 
ii) X • locally Euclidean if and only if for each l.S \ 
\ 
p E X, Xis ·l®cally Eucli~ean at p. 
iii) X • a manifold if and only if X • locally_ l.S 1S 
Euclidean and T2 . 
-Definition 1.8: Let X be a topological -space and F. a 
family of charts in X. 
i) F covers X if and only if for each p e X, there is -
F such that • a chart at a cr e a l.S p. 
ii) F is.analytic if and only i.f for each cr, p E r-
' • 
cr and p are analytically related. 
. l 
I 
. : 
a:_ ;::'··.1· 
=-.. . 
• -..! . 
- .. _, 
~1 • • ' 
1·-
.. 8 
.. 
iii) F is maximal if and qnly if for each chart a in X, 
if for all p e F, a and pare analytically related, then a eF. 
Definition 1.9: Let X be a topological space and F a 
family of ~harts in X. 
l . 
i) .F is an analytic structure on X if and only if 
F is analytic, F covers X, and F is maximal. 
ii) (X, F ) is an···analyt·ic manifold if and only if X is 
T2 and F is an analytic structure on X~ 
·• We often write X· is·--an analytic manifold when F is 
clearly understood. In this ~ase, we refer to the charts in 
F as admissible charts. It is clear that an analytic 
manifold is a manifold. 
Definition 1.10: Let X be a topological space and cr a chart 
in X of dimension n. For each i with 1 ~ i ~ n, define 
• dqm(a) R by x1 = 
• 
1 ' we·may now write cr(p)·= (x (p),· · ·,xn(p)) for p e dom(cr) . 
• The functions ~l. are called coordinate functions. In this. 
way it is convenient to think of a chart in terms of its 
coordinate functions. When no confusion results, we shall 
I 
write a= (xi). It will be possible'to distinguish the 
• • function x1 from the real number x1 by the context. 
\, 
For the next theorem we will write u·jjp if and only if 
,. 
~.-. /' 
• 
l . 
;I 
I 
i 
I 
' l 
! 
-I . 
,. 
'·· 
a and·p are analytically related.at p . 
• 
Theorem 1.11: Let X be a topological space and p E X. Let 
p, a, and T·be charts at p. Then 
i) cr/jcr, 
·, 
ii) if cr //T' then T II cr' and 
· iii) if p II cr and cr /Irr, then p /Irr. 
I 
9· 
· .Proof: i) Let W = ran(o) £Rn. Then ooa-1 :w Wis the 
identity which is clearly analytic at each point Of W · (since 
. 1 
Wis open). Thus aoa-· is analytic at a(p). Hence a/la. 
ii) The condition in definition 1. 5. i is clearly synnnetr1c. 
iii) By theorem 1. 3, since ooT-l is analytic at T(p) 
and poo-l is anal~ic at a(p) = (ooT-l)(T(p)), we have that 
. - • \ I 
(pocr-1)o(aoT-l) is analytic at T(p). We also have 
. . 
(pocr-1)o(ao-r-1) - po((a-~oa)oT_,1). Observe that 
-1 : ) -1 -1 -1 ) -1) · -1 (a o·a o't' ':=T , and hence po((o oa o'f SpoT . By 
. -1 . 
theorem 1.4, poT 1s analytic at T(p). In a similar manner 
-·1 
we get Top is analytic at p(p). Thus p//T. Q.E.D. 
. "' "" Lennna 1. 12: Let X be a topolo·gical space, and let 
Fz b~ analytic structures on X. Let CS F1nF2 . 
analytic and cove~s X, then F1 = F2 . 
F1 and 
If C 'is 
Proof: Let a E F1 . We show that a e Fz also. Let 
T E F2 . If dom(a)ndom(T) is empty, then a
1 
and T are 
,..-./'-
anal yti ca 11 y related. Suppose p .E dom(o)ndom(-r). S.ince C --
covers X, there is a. p EC such that pis a chart at p. 
. ~ 
: . 
-- ~:···------.--1111111!'-1-............. ~ .. .. • ...... , ..... • .. ,.,~,,._.,_.,,•,,'--''° .. •-~-.,.,;._•~•~ • ...,,_.•,._.a#-~,4.J.-•-.J .....  ,~•~,·-··--~~-• .. ,, .. Y-..• . . .. , •. -... ,---
• g 
i 
• 
• 
-'~ 
.. ·,,,' I 
10 ·,. 
_Since p,cr e F1 , a and p ~re analytically related at p·. Since 
p,T e F2 , ·p and Tare analytically related at ·p. By theorem 
l~ll, a and Tar~ analytically related'at p. Therefore, a is 
analytically related to every chart Te. F2 . Hence a e F2 . 
So F1 S F2 . Similarly F2 S F1 . Thus F1· =. F2 . Q.E.D .. 
Theorem 1.13: Let X be·a topological space. Let C be a 
nonempty·· family of charts in X which covers X and is analytic. 
Then there is a unique analytic structure F on X such 
. . ...:: 
that C ~F. 
Proof: ·Define F as follows. a e F if and only if 
o is a chart in X and for each Te F, a and Tare analytically 
related. Clearly C ~F. Hence F covers X. Now let cr be 
any chart~in X;~and suppose that for each Te F, a and T 
,, 
are analytically related. Then certainly for each T'E C, cr 
and Tare analytically related. Thus a e F. So F is maximal. 
· Let o,p e F . Let W = dom(cr)ndom(p). If Wis empty, then 
' . ' 
a and pare analytically related. Suppose p E W. Since C 
covers X, there is a chart TE Cat p. By definition of F, 
o and Tare analytically related.at· p,Land T and pare 
analytically related at p. Thus a and pare analy~ically 
related at P~ Therefore, a and pare analytically related. 
So F is analytic. Hence F is an analytic structure on X. 
Suppose F1 is any .analytic structure on X with CS F1 . 
Then C ~ F n F1 . By lemma l.12, F - F1 . So F is unigue. 
r Q.E.D., 
• "IP· . 
'I·· 
'J 
' 
' ? 
'·· 
,,,.r 
11 
r"' \ 
• • 
•. 
~orollary 1.14: Let X be a topological _space. Let c1 and c2 
be families of charts in X, and let each of them be analytic 
and cover X. There is an analytic structure Fon X such that· 
c15 F aJld c2 ~ F if and only if for each p € X, there att1e · 
charts cr 
€ c1 and T € c2 such that cr and Tare analytically 
. ' 
related at p. Moreovef, if the family F exists, then it is 
• unique . 
. Proof: (=>) Let p EX. Since c1 and c2 cover X, there. 
is a char~ cr e. c1 and T e c2 such that a and T are charts at 
p. Since ·cr,T E F, cr and·T are analytically related at p. 
(~) Let C = c1uc2 . Then C covers X. We show that C is 
analytic; Let cr,T e C. If o,T e c1 or cr,T e c2, then cr and T 
are analytically related. Suppose cr e c1 and T € c2. If 
dom(cr)Odom(T) is empty, then cr and T_ are analytically related. 
Suppose p 
€ 
dam ( cr) n dam( T) . Then there is a crl E cl at p and 
~ 
a Oz E Cz at p such that crl and a2 are anal~tical~y related 
at Since cl • analytic, cr and analytically related p. 1S al are 
•, 
at Since c· • analytic, and analytically related p. 1S Oz Tare 2 
at p. By theorem 1.11, a and Tare analytically related at p. 
So in any case a and ~.are analytically related. Thus C is 
analytic. The family F exists by theorem 1.13 and GSF, • i.e. 
c1 ~F and c2=F. The uniqueness follow$ from lemma 1.12. Q.E.D. 
§2. Real functions on·a manifold. 
Let X be a manifold and fa real valued function defined 
(1 
i 
i . 
! 
i 
l I , 
! ; 
., 
I 
1 
,l 
·( 
• 
,, 
.,. .: •• .J oj4 
12 
in X. Let p e dom(f), .and let cr be a chart·at. p of dimension 
n .. We know that f: dom(f)-.R is contin~ous at p if and only . 
. . 
·- . "' 
.if focr- 1 : o[dOm(f) J~R is continuous at o'tp). This motivates 
the next definition. 
'· 
' Definitiort 2.1: Let M be an analytic manifold and-fa real 
valued function defined in M. 
i) _f is analytic ape M if and only if th~re is ~n 
admissible chart oat p such that foo- 1 is analytic at o(p). 
ii) f is analytic in M if and 6nly if for each 
p ·e dom(f), f is analytic at p. · 
We observe that if .f ·is analytic at p·e M, then 
p E (dom(f)) 0 • For if f is analytic at p, then foq-l is 
analytic at a(p) for some admissible chart a at p. This 
requires that foo-l be defined on an op~ set V containing 
o(p}. Then o-1[V] is an qpen set in M which contains p. It 
is clear that o- 1 [V] S:dom(f). Therefore, p E (dom(f)) 0 • 
Also, if f is analytic in M, then dom(f)· is open. 
. . Theorem 2.2: Let M be an. analytic manifold, and let f be a. 
real valued function defined in M. Let f be·anB:lytic at 
If • . admissible chart then fop -1 • p EM. p 1S an at p ,. 1S 
analytic at p(p). 
Proof: Let a be a chart as given in definition 2.1. Then 
foo- 1 is analytic at cr(p). Since o and pare both charts at 
.. 
. . ~ . . 
,,., ., 
, •· 
·\ 
. . 
., . 
-~-
. '"'- - a·· -
. ( . . 
; . 
. ~; 
;.· 
,, 
f 
\' 
1· 
; .': 1
1f .; 
:IJ 
·;"!-':·' .i,.·.1 
•• I 
' ' 
p, a and pare analytically related at p. Thus crop~1 is 
analytic at p(p). Observe that (oop- 1)(p(p)) = cr(p). By 
theorem 1.3, {foo- 1)o(oop- 1) is analytic at p(p). 
{focr-1)o(crop- 1) = f o((o-1., cr)op- 1) Sfop-l~ By theorem 1.4, 
-1 fop is analytic at p(p). Q.E._D. 
Theorem 2.3: Let M be an analytic manifold and cr = (xi) a 
' 
13 
chart in M of dimension n. Let 1 ~ i ~ n. Then x1 is analytic 
at each point of dom(cr)~ 
· Proof: Let U = ran(cr). Then U ~Rn is open. Observe that 
-1 
. 
-1 crocr : U--=>U is. the identity on U. Since U is open, oocr .· is 
analytic at each x0 EU. Hence rrio(croo- 1) is analytic at each 
. · i -1 x0 EU, i.e. x.ocr is analytic at each x0 EU .. Let p E dom(cr). Then o(p) E U, and henC.e xio o-l is analytic at cr{p), i.e. 
x?- is analytic at p. Q.E.D. 
Definition~ 2. 4: Let M be an analytic manifold a'nd p E M. 
i) A (M) {fl f • analytic in M and dom(f)}, - 1S p E -p 
ii) A(M) {fl f: • analytic in M }-- 1S -
We observe that the empty function is an element of 
A(M). This turns out to be convenient. When Mis clearly 
~~ understood, we may write A for A(M) and A for A (M). Observe p p • that A SA. Let a = (x1 ) be a chart at p of dimension n. p 
• 1 Then by theorem 2.3, x E AP. Hence AP and A are not empty. 
Now let f E AP and x0 = o(p). Since focr-l is analytic at x0 , 
r 
. 
i 
•. 
... _/ 
{focr-1).(x) exists ( the partial derivative of focr-l with 1 0 
respect to the i-th·variable evaluated at x0 ). When no 
. ]_ 
. confusion results, we may write fi(p) for (focr- )i(x0 ). We 
may even write £1 and indicate in the context that this is 
to be evaluated at p. 
• 
[/ 
·• Definition 2.5: Let X be a set, and let f and g be real 
valued functions defined in X. Let a,b e R. 
i) af + bg = {<x,af(x)~g(x)) Ix e dom(f)~dom(g) }~. 
ii) fg = { (x, f(x)g(x)) I x.e dom(f)fld~(g) }· 
14 
It is clear that af + bg and fg are ·again real valued 
functions defined in X (possibly empty functions). The next 
three lemmas are stated for reference; their proofs are easy. 
Lemma 2.6: Let M be an analytic manifold and p EM. If 
f,g EA and a,b ER, then af + bg EA and fg EA. p p p 
Lemma 2. 7: Let M be an analytic manifold. Let f be a. real · 
valued· function defined in M. If dom(f) is open and for each 
p E dom(f), f(p) = c (a constant), then f EA . 
. ,..'. . 
~ Lemma 2. 8: Let M be an analytic manifold and p E M. Let 
f E A and U be an open neighborhood· of p. Th.en f IU E A . p p 
Moreove_r, if cr is an admissibl'e chart at p, then 
.y 
' ' 
,, :.~· 
... 
( 
J 
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Theorem 2.9: Let M be ·an analytic manifold. Let CJ be a chart 
e 
in M of dim·ension n. Let VSRn be open and g:V~R be analytic 
at each point of·v. Then gocr E A •. 
.f' 
Proof:· If vnran(cr) is empt·y., then the conclusion holds~. 
n ) ) -1 Suppose that V ran(cr is no~ empty. Let p e dom(gocr = o [VJ. 
We must show that · (goa)ocr~l is analytic at a(p) .. 
(goa)ca-l = go(aoa- 1) = gjran(cr). Observe that vnran(a) is 
open and a subset of V. Hence g lran(cr.) is analytic at each 
point of its domain and in particular at cr(p). Thus goo E_A. 
, Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2il0: L~t ~bean a~alytic manifold and p e M. Let 
. . . 
a= (~1 ) be an admissible chart at p of dimension n. Let 
f EA. Then there is an open neighborhood W of p such that p 
the following hold: 
. 
:. 
i) W~dom(f). 
ii) there are g .. e A ., 1 ~- i.,_j ~ n, such that 
1] p 
. n n 
flW - f(p)IW + \ c.(xi-xi) + \ (xi-xi)(xj-xj)g .. L 1 . o L o o 1J 
i=l i.,j=l 
where x0 = a(p), ci = fi(p)., f(p):M~R is the constant 
• 
function, and x~:M~R is the constant functioil. 
Proof: Since f e ~' focr-l is analytic at x
0 
= a(p). 
n -1) Let U~R be an open set such that x e U dom(focr. and 0 . . 
-1 . . foa is expressible as a power series for ·x" EU. Let 
W = cr- 1(U]. Then W is open, p e w; and W ~dom(f)ndom(a). 
For each x EU, we have 
•"! 
.  
~·-
Ii 
' 
);·•· 
J 
''. ,. 16 
n n 
· (f ocr- 1) (x)=·(f ocr -l) (~)+lei (xi-x!>+I(xi-x~) (xj-~~) Gij (x) 
... . 
i=l ~· i,j=l 
-1· .· 
where c-. = (focr )i(lK ) and G .. is a power series which· ]. 0 l.J 
converges for x e U. Let gij = (Gij IU)ocr-1. By the previous 
theorem g .. EA. Let q E W Then we have l.J p 
f(q) = ((foIT- 1)ccr)(q) = (fco- 1)(x) where x = cr(q). Hence 
n _ n 
f(q) = f(p) ·+ I ci(xi(q)-x~) + I<x1 (q)-x~)(xj(q)~x~)gij(q)·. 
i=l i,j=l 
Since fjw-has the· same domain as the right side of the 
equation in ii), this establishes the theorem. Q.E.n. 
fl 
~3. Tangent vectors and differentials. 
Let M be an analytic manifold, p e M, and cr = (xi) be 
,) 1' 
' . 
,· d 
a chart at p. of dimension n. We may regard axil as an 
d . . p 
operator on A. 0 . I :A --+R in the sense that for each f E .-. - p xi p p . 
a~flp = fi(p) is a real number. When no confusion results, 
i • d d . " 
we may write a. for O . I . It will' be cl~ar from the x1 x1 p . 
A p, . 
context· when~ the operator is to be ·evaluated at p. 
·~ 
Definition 3.1: Let M be an analytic manifold and p EM. 
L:Ap )Risa tangent vector at p if and only if there exist 
an admissible chart a= (xi) at p of dimension n and constants 
/ b R 1 L • L h h • E , • ~ 1 - n, sue tat 1 
.i.,:.-".. 
- L = 
.. ,,_.--:r--: ------------------~-------~\~. -
ti 
--:- ·. ,. 
----
) 
_.:;L__ 
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we· -may write L(f) as;'Lf ·when no 'confusion result·s. Let 
cr = (x1 ) be a chart at p. To 
write oi 
involves 
f a . f or ~ . , 1 . e . cr. I · 
- ox1 - 1 p 
a particulpr chart, 
simplify the notation, we shall~. 
= c/! I .. The definition above ·_ 
xi p . . - _, 
. . 
but the proof of the next 
- theorem shows .that any admissible chart at p will work. 
Theorem 3.2: Let M be an analytic manifold and p EM. An 
operator (function) L :Ap-+R is a tangent vector at p if and 
·only if the following hold: · 
i) Lis linear over R, i.e. for each a,b ER and 
f,.,g EA, L(af+bg) = ·aL(f) + bL(g). p . 
ii) For ~ach f,g e A, L(fg) = ~(p)L(f) + f(p)L(g). 
' p 
Before P.roving this theorem, we establish two lemmas.·· 
Lemma 3. 3: Let M be an ana·lytic manifold and·_ p E M. Let 
L:A ~R satisfy i) and ii) ab·ove. Let f E A . Let -f E AP 
. p . p 
. ' 
be · a cons ta·n·t tune tion. · Th·en Lf = o. 
- Proof: Let the val .. ue of f be, c. Let g: d.om(f)-+R be 
the constant function who·se value is 1. Since dom"(f) is open, 
g e AP. Fl!rther, . gg = g. Hence we have 
Lg= L(gg) = g(p)L(g) + g(p)L(g) = 2Lg. Thus Lg= o. Observe 
·that f = cg.~_Hence Lf = L{cg) = cLg = o. Q.E!D. 
"' 
Lerrnna 3 . 4 : Let M be an analytic manifold and p E M. Let 
L:A -+R p satisfy i) and ii). Let f· ~ A • Let W be an open p 
. 
neighborhood of p. Then L(fl~) - L(f). -
-... -· 
.• 
i". ". ,.._~. ···'[i,Jt----..:il!t·i'Jiiii.""ffl, '. 
,. , ,., ..... , ,-- - -,,.,:. 
• 
.,.,, ·• '._ ·~,t •· _.,,_,..·rl,•-~-·,'.,~_-.,-_•••,u_,;,..,t; .,,,....._, "··•·••••••••· , .. •" •·•··· ••• 
( 
.. ·"I\, . 
··1s .. 
· Proof: dom(flW) = dom(·f)nw which is open. By l.ennna 2.8, 
fjW e AP. Consider f-{flW). This function is the zero functiop 
on dom(f-(f IW·)) = dom(f)·nw. B·y lemma 3.3, we have. 
o = L(f-(fjW)) = L(f) - L(flW). Q.E.D. 
.. \ CJ Proof of the theorem: (::>) Since cri (i.e. Oxilp) 
satisfies i) and ii), it is. clear that any tangent vector 
al-so satisfi·es these conditions. 
(<:=)Leta be an admissible.chart at p of dimension n. 
. . . . - . - --We apply theorem 2.10. Using the representaion off given 
·in theorem 2. 10, the preceed~ng lemmas~, and i), we get 
n n 
Lf = \c.L(xi-xi) + \ L((xi-xi)(xj-xj)g .. ). L 1 o L . o o 1J i=l i,j=l 
Since x~ is the constant function, ~(xi-x~) = L(xi). Now 
apply condition ii).· 
L((xi~x~)(xj-xi)gij) = [(xi-x~)gij] lpL(xj-x~) + 
j j ii ii .j j . [(x -x )g .. ] I L(x -x~.) + [(x -x )(x -x )] I L(g.~). 0 1J p O O _ 0 . p 1J. 
Observe that ~x~-x~~lp = o. Hence L((xi-x~)(xj-xl)gij) = o. 
Letting bi= Lx1 , we have 
n 
Lf - I b. C. = - 1 1. · 
1·=1 
Since this holds for 
have also shown that 
n 
L = I L(xi) cri. 
i=l 
Q·. E. D . 
n 
l 
i=l 
all f 
b. a.£. 
l. 1. 
·-
EA·, this proves the theorem. We 
-di p 
·. 
. 
.. 
iJ 
. I 
I 
I 
'I 
') 
' i 
l 
,. 
'i j 
I 
1 
• 
i • 
. , 
--- ----.---------------------~----------------------, 
...) 
·-r 
' .... ' 
:;::'. 
Corollary- 3. 5: ,·Let M be an analytic manifold and p E M. · 
Let L be a tangent vector at p and cr r (xi) an aamisSible 
chart at p of dimension n. T·hen 
n 
l • L(x1 ) cri . ),: . . L --
i=l 
Definition 3. 6: ·t-et M b_e an analy·t_ic manifold and p e M. 
The space of tangent vect9is at pis 
. LP - { L IL is a tangent vector at p }· 
The~orem 3. 7: Let M be an analytic maniifold and p E M. 
(LP,+,·), where+ and· are defined on LP as in definition 
2.5, is a vector spac~ over R. 
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Proof: Let L1,L2 E 
and ran(L1+aL2) S.R. Let 
3~2. 
LP and a e R. Then dom(L1+aL2) .~ AP 
f,g e A and b,c·e R. Apply the~rem p 
1 1 {bf+cg) + aL2 {bf+cg) 
= bL1f + cL1g + abL2f + acL2g 
' 
. b{L1 + aL2) + c{L1 + aL2). 
· ... {L1 + aL2) {fg) = L-1 (fg) +- aL2(fg) 
=_ f(p)L 1 (g) + g(p)L1(~) + af(p)L2 (g) + a~(~~L2 (f) 
= f(p) (L1 + a12) (-g) + g{p){L1 + a12 ) (f)·\. 
.
Thus L1 + ·aL2 e L. o Clearl·y L = 0 (the zero function on A ) · p 
. . p 
·satisfies the conditions in·theorern 3.2. So OE L . If Le Lp!. 
. p 
then -L = (-l)L e LP and L + (-L) = 0. The ass6ciative and 
~- commutative laws follow from the corresponding properties of 
,• ; 
. I 
.. 
. I 
I. I • 
I,,,•''' 
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the real number system. The remaining laws for a vector 
~ space are immediate from the definition.of.+ and· on L . 
. P. Q.E.D. 
When we write LP, we always mean LP with its associated 
vector space structfire .. 
Lemma 3.8: Let M be an ahalytic manifold and p e M. Let 
a= (xi) be an admissible chart at p of dimension n: Then. · 
• 
for 1 ~ i,j ~ n, cri(xJ) = 5 ... (5 .. = 1 if i = j and 1J , 1J 
.6 • • - o if i ...1 J. . ) 
"1J i 
. 1 Proof·: xJo cr -
6 . .. 1J 
= (ijocr)oa-l 
Q.E.D. 
- 1r~ o ( a o a - 1) = 1T j I ran ( a) . 
Theorem 3.9: Let· M be an analytic manifold and p e M. Let 
a= (xi) be an admissible chart at p of dimension n. Then 
S - { cri I 1 = i = n} ~s a basis for LP. 
Proof: Clear.ly SSL ; and by corollary 3,. 5, S spans· L . 
·P p 
n 
Suppose that L - \ . b. a. = 0. Then L - 1 1 
i=l 
n 
• 
o - L(xj) = I J . b. a. (x ) = ]_ 1 . 
i=l 
independent. Q.E.D. 
b~. Hence Sis linear~y J 
Corollary 3.10: Let M be ·an analytic manifold and p· e M. 
Then all ad~issible charts at p have the same dimension. 
I ' 
~ 
L 
' l i . ! 
l 
i 
i 
I 
{ 
, .. , -
't-;,r 
I 
,. 
, .. 
~-
'. ·,r •· .. 
,!,.'• 
·. ~ .. ' ~ ' ........ 
. 
,•, 
·""· 
.. Definition 3.11: Let M be an analytic manifold and p e M. 
i) The.dimeniion of M·at pis n if.and o~ly if there 
.. 
is an admissible chart at p which has dimension n. 
ii) The dimension of Mis n if and only if for each 
q e M, the dimension of Mat q i·s n. 
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Observe that it is possible for an anilytic manifold M 
to not have a dimension, i.e. the dimension at p may change 
as. p changes .. 
• Let a= (xi) and p = (yj} be admissible charts at p of 
dimension n. By corollary 3.5, for 1 ~ j ~ n, we have 
Let 
n 
~J. = I -p. (xi} cr .. 
. J 1 . ~ i';:l 
• • 1 1 b. = pJ.(x). Then·we have J .. 
n 
P· = \ J . L 
i=l 
• 1 b. a . . J 1. 
This shows that in LP it is possible to describe a change in 
. 
coor 1dinates (charts) · by a linear transformation. 
• 
~e shall now discuss the dual space of LP. Let V be a 
vecto~ space over R. We d~note its dual space {the space of 
all linear· functionals on V) b·y V-1(. With the usual definitions 
of+ and· .. (definition 2.5), (V*,+, ·) is a vector space 
over--R. Define F:VXV*~R by F(a.,f).= f(a) for a E Vand 
f E Vi(. Followi,.ng convention, we wri tie F (a, f). = <a, f>. <a, f> 
is call""ed the inner product of a and f. Let v 1 , · · · , vn be a 
. 
. basis for V .. For 1 ~ j ~ n,, define fJ(l:v.--.R by 
.., 
d 
f . 'r 
.• I 
,, 
-
.~. . : -~ 
. . . n - ·' 
f j ( \ b , V, ) = b .. L 1 1. J .. 
-i=l 
.Then fj (which is well defined) is a linefir ·functional on 
. . . 
V, i.e. fJ EV*. We shall state the major results we need 
- about the dual space . 
. -· .Theorem 3.12: Let V be an ri·dim~nsional vector space over R. 
,. -~ 
=:: : ' 
Let g1 ., · · · J gn E V-1(. If v , · · · , v· is a basis ·of V such that 1 . n . __ 
for 1 ~ i.,j ~ n, <v. ,g.) = 6 .. ., then g1,·· ·Jgn is a -basis· l. J 1J 
of V*. 
Theorem 3.13: Let V be an n dimensional vector space over R. 
Then V* is also n dimensional. Moreover,. if v1, · · · , v n is a 
. 
basis for V, then there is a unique _basis g · · · g of V·* - ·· 1' . ., n · 
such that for 1 L. • • ~ <v.,g.> 5 ... Also, each 1,J n, - V E - -
-1. J 1J 
can be expanded as 
n 
V 
- I <v, g.)v .. J . J 
-~ 1 : .. ·~· ... J= .• . 
.. 
In the above,· .g1 ,. · · · ~ gn is- called- the dual basis· to-
il. 
·r ... Vl' ... ~ V n • 
Let· v·.- and W be vector· spaces over R. Let f: v~w be 
. . 
linear. f* is the transpos·e of f if and only if f* :W*~V* 
-and fo~ each v E Vana··g e W*, <v,f*(g)> ~-<f(v),g>. Each 
linear function f:V~W has a unique transpose which we 
V 
···.·.• 
'·: 
I denote by f*. Now we have the material we need to discus-s L *· 
p 
, .1 
.._.,..... _,., 
... ,' -· 
/ 
,.,h 
.( 
\ . 
.. "';.... -. 
'C , 
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Definition 3.14: Let M ·be an analytic manifold and p E M. 
Define d:A --.L * by d(f} - {<L,Lf) IL e LP} for f e AP. -p p 
-·\ 
· We shall write d£ for d{f). Let f e AP. Observe that df 
is a function .. Further, dom{df) = LP and ran{df): R. Let 
L1,L2 E LP and a ER. 
(df)-(L1+aL2) = -(L1+aL2) {f) 
:~ 
= L1f *- aL2f 
= (df)(L1) ~ a{df)(L2). 
:Thus ·df :-1 -+R -is linear. So df E L *. · Hence we actually_ have 
. p p 
. 
d:A ~L * as written in the definition. As we ·shall see 
- p _P . -
' 
later, the-notation used is· poor (but conventional). We 
should actually write s·ornet~ing like d to indicate that d P· 
' . 
depends upon the particular poi~t p. 
-Theorem 3.15: Let M be an analytic manifold and p e M. Let 
• 
a= (x1.) be an, admissible chart at p of dimension n. ....____ 
-3.9, 
Thus 
1.·) d l d n. ~ b . f L * x , · · · ~ x · 1 s a as 1 s or - .. p 
ii) · If f. ·e A , then 
. . p -
~- n 
df_= I (Ji (f) dxi. 
. i=l 
. ' 
,,., .. -
• • 
-. 
Pioof: i) Recall that x1 e AP; hence dx1 E Lp*· By 
a1; • , · , CJ is a has is of L *. · <CJ. , dxj > = cr. ( xj ) · = 6 • ~ . 
.,n . p 1. ... 1 l.J 
dx1, ... ,dxn is a basis for LP* by theorem 3.12. 
ii) Let f E AP. Let LE LP. 
...,- .. ,,-.,..,,.. . ,. ··-·--· 
• • • I,"' ., ..., ' '~ 1, j •.. ):,:·-t.·.tt~t\: ', \ 
.... ,,,' 
' . . .
·-· (,,_ 
./ 
I 
I 
4 
I 
I 
.. 
-
l 
·l 
,-., 
n 
<L, df)_ = <I L(:i/) ;i' df) , 
i=l 
n 
= df <I L(xi)oi) 
i=l 
n 
= I Lexi) oi (f) 
.. i=l 
n 
= l oi(f)<L, dxi> 
i=l 
n 
= <L, ~ cri(f)dxi>. 
i=l 
' 
.[ 
Q.E.D. 
The elements of L * are called differentials at p. p 
Next·we find another use for the word "analytic." ,· . 
• 
Definition 3. 16: Let M be an analytic manifold and V ~ M. 
i) Let p EV. f:V-.>Rm is analytic at E if and only if 
there is an admissible chart rr at p of dimensibn n such that 
focr- 1: cr- 1[vJ~Rm is analytic at o(p). 
· ii) f :V_.Rm is analytic in M if and only if for each 
·'' P· E V, f is analyt.ic. · at p. 
-·-.rh~orern 3 .17: Let M be an analytic manifold and p E M. 
·1et'U£M.and f:U-+Rm be ·analytic at p. Let V~Rm and _g:V_....Rn 
be analytic at f(p). Then gof is analytic at p. 
Proof: Leto be an admissible chart at p. Then foo-l is 
1 . 
analytic at o~p). Since (foo- )(o(p)) = f(p), we ,see that 
. 1 · 1 go(focr-) = (gof)oo~ is analytic at o(p). Q.E.D. 
, r\ J. ''.,' ,.fl 
••• ',·· .. "•·,;,, ,1 
i\ 
" :;.. 
.. 
' ,. 
. . 
. " 
) 
t. 
r· 
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· 1 n Definition 3.18: Let X be a set and f ,· · ·,f be real valued 
functions defined in X. i£1 1 1 ~· i ~ n) =~if and only if 
g: ~{ dom(fi) I 1 ~ i ~ n } >Rn and for each p E dom(g), · 
g(p) = (fl(p),··. ,fn(p)) .. 
As usual, we may write (£1, ···,fn) for (£ii 1 ~ i ~ n); 
When it is clear that 1 ~ i ~ n, we may even write (fi). 
Observe that 7T .o (f1) = fj I dom( (fi)). This ·notation does not J 
. 
conflict with the not~tion a= (xi)~ Let v~·x·and f:V__.Rn. 
Then it i~ clear that f = (~i° fl 1 ~ i ~ n). 
- n Now let M be an analytic manifold and V SM. Let f: v-.R 
be analytic in M. Then.for 1 ~ ~ ~ nJ viof e A. On the other 
hand, if fi EA for 1 .~ i ~. n, then (fi) is analytic in M. 
Definition 3.19: Let M be an analytic manifold and p. EM. 
Let gi E: AP for 1 ~ i ~ m. Let f be a real valued function 
defined in M. f can be expressed as an analytic function of 
. . 
the g1 at p if and on.ly if there is a function h:V~Rrn, 
where V C Rm, ., and an open set W C M, . such that h is ·analytic 
at (gi(p)) and flW ~ h (gi). 
• 
Theorem 3. 20: Let M be an ·arialytic manifold and f· a real __ __ 
valued-function defined in M. Let V = dom(f):-suppose that 
• for each p E VJ there are g1 EA J 1 ~ i 'mJ such that f 
"'• I ' p 
can be ~xpressed as an analytic function of the gi at p. 
Then f EA. 
. . 
. ' 
-~ 
"' I 
--i·. 
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• Proof: Let p e V. Let the g1 , h, and W be·as given in 
• 
~1 the definition. Then flW = ho(g ). Since his analytic at 
(gi(p)) and (gi) is analytic at p, flW is analytic at p. 
· Hence f is analyti~ at p. Therefore, f e A. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.21: Let M be an analytic manifold, P.E M, and 
• 
o = (x1 ) anl admissible chart at p. If f E AP, then ·f can be 
• 
expressed as an analytic function of the x1 at p. 
. 
-l d d () P·roof: Leth= focr an W = om a·. 
ho{x1) = h•cr ~ (fod-1)ocr = fo{cr-\ cr) = flW. We know that 
' ' 
6 
his analytic at (xi(p)) = cr(p). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.22: Let M be an analytic manifold and p·e M. Let 
• 
• 1 m 1 g EA, l· ~ i ~ m. Let VCR, (g (p)) EV, and f:V~R be p 
• 
analytic at each point of V. Leth= fo(gi). Then he A and p 
m 
dh = I f i I i dgi. 
i=l (g (p)) 
Proof: We will write£. for f. evaluated at (gi(p)). 1 1 
. . ... . 
Let q E dom(h). Then q E dom((gi)). Let a= (xJ) be a chart 
f d . . Th i - l . 1 . ( ) at q. o 1mens1on n. en g oa is ana ytic at o q • 
'-i) -1 i -1) i -1) 1· m (g o a = (g o o . Hence (g o a : a[ <lorn( (g ) ) ] -,.R . is 
a~alytic at cr{q). Since f is analytic at ((g1)ocr~ 1)(cr(q}), 
··· i.e. at.(g1 {q))1, fo((gi)ocr- 1) = (fo(gi))ocr-l is analytic at 
• 
. 1 
cr(q). Thus f 0 (g) =his analytic at~ q. This shows that 
· .. he A. Since p e dom(h), he A. p 
Now let p = (yj) be an a~issible chart at p of 
'" 
'-' 
l) 
.1 
, . 
.. : 
\ 
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n 
.. I j dimension n. Then dh =. h.dy. 
-~ J j=l 
· -1 i) -1)) h. = (hop ). = (fo((g op . J J J 
•. 
m . I . . 1 = f. (g1o p- ) . l. J 
i=l 
Thus 
n m .
dh: . ~l,~l. = - . f. 
~ ·-' '>;v,1 j=l i=l. 
m n 
~ 
I • • l f. ( 1 dyJ ) - g j 1 
i=l j=l 
m 
=I • f. 1 Q.E.D. dg. l. 
i=.1 
Theorem 3.23: Let M be an analytic manifold, p EM, and 
• 
g1 E AP for 1 ~ i ~ rn. The following are equivalent. 
1· dg1 , · · · , dg\J,l span L *. p 
2. Each f E AP can be expressed ·as an analytic 
• function of . l. ; the g at p. 
• Proof: 2 =>l. Let a - (xJ) be an admissible chart at p -
• 
of dimension n. · Each xJ E A . Let 1 ~ j ~ n. Then there is p 
an open set W and a function h:V-+R, where V C Rm, such that 
xj IW = ho(gi) and his analytic at (gi(p)). By the previous 
theorem-~ 
m 
I hi 
. i=l 
• l. dg . 
Hence each dxj is a linear combination of the dg1 . We know 
that dx1, .. ·,dxn is a basis for Lp*· Thus dg1 , · ··,dgrn span 
~ 
~- ' 
.; 
"'; 
..... . .. ·-· .. ,_ •-,-' ' . . , .... , .. ,,_,~ . 
' 
r, 
J:,. 
,/, t 
-I' 
c.· -\;, 
., 
f 
. '.;.. ~ 
L *. a. 
· P 1~2. Let a= (xi) be an admissible chart at p of 
dimension n. Let cpj = gjo o-l ¥\d W = dom(o). Then cpj is 
analytic at o(p) = (x1(p),· ··,xn(p)) and 
So 
gjJW = cpjoo = cpjo(xi). 
n 
dgj = I c,j>i dxi. 
i=l 
\. 
' I 
Since dg1 · · .··dgm span L * n ~ m and the matrix J J p J 
wit 
A = . ( · ( cpj) i . I 1 " i ~ n and 1 '= j '= m ) 
28 
has rank n. By the implicit function theorem, the equations 
\) cpj ( 1 • . . n) 1 L • ~ : Yj = x, ,x , - J - m, 
• • 
can be solved for the x1 in terms of n of the yJ as 
• • 1 1: . 
X = 1/J ( y ~ , .. · , y . ) , 1 -~ i ~ n, 
· J1 Jn 
• 
where each. 1/1 1 is· analytic at ·y 
j . 
= ( cp 1 (cr(p)) I 1 ~ i ~ n ) 
and (y. ,·· ·,y. ) E w1, an open neighborhood of yin Rn. J1 Jn · . 
Then there is an open neighborhood w2 of pin M such that 
. . . j . 
x1 1W2 = ¥
1 (g 1 1 1 ~ i ~ n). 
The result follows from this because any f E AP can be 
• 1 expressed as an analytic function of the x. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3,24: Let M.be ~~ analytic manifold and p EM~ 
1 n Let n be the dimension of Mat p. Let z ,· · ··,z -EA. p 
The following are equivalent. 
'\\ . . 1. Each f ~ AP can be expressed as an analytic function 
• 
of the z1 at p. 
2 .. There is an open set U C.M· such that (zi 11 "- i ' n) IU 
is an admissible chart at p. 
l 
• j 
.t, 
r---.1 
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Proof: 2 ~1. Let cr = (ii) IU. Let f E A . Then f ocr-l is 
. . \ p 
. -1 . . 
an~lytic at cr(p). Let V = dom(focr ) and W = dom(f)ndom(cr),. 
-1. . i.) -1 i)) I which is open. Let h = focr . ho(z · = ft..(cr o (z -= f W. 
1::>2. Let p = (yj) be an admissible chart at p. Then 
' . 
. ~ 
each yJ EA. So there are open sets W. CM and functions p J . 
• 
hJ :V ,.....;.R, where V. C Rn, such that for 1 ~ j " n, 
' J J 
yj IW. = hjo(zi) and hj is analytic at (zi(p)). For 
. J 
convenience, let g = (zi). Let H = (hj I 1 ~ j ~ n) and 
W = w1n· · ·nwn. Then Wis open, dom(H) = dom{h1)0···ndom(hP), 
and His analytic at g(p). For 1 ~ j .~ n, we have 
1 . 
g- [dom(hJ)] = dom(p)nw .. Thus . 
- . . . J . 
-1 ) -1 1) n n -1 n) g. [dom(H] - g [dom(h ] · ·· g [dom(h J 
= dom(p)nw. 
SoplW=Hog. 
• 
Let V C Rn be an open set such that·g(p) EV C dom(H) 
-and each hj can be represented as a power series in V. Then 
n -1 · HIV: v~R is continuous. Let U = g [V]. Then p e U and U is 
open in M. Let g1 - gjU. We show that g1 _is an admissible 
chart. First we ~how that g1 :U-+g1 [U] is a bijecti·on. Let 
x E g1 [U J. Then there is a q E U such that x = g1 (q). 
1 1 -1 · (p- oH){x) = p- (H(g1(q))) = p (p{q)) = q. Thus q is unique. 
-1 .· -··· · n 
So g1 :g1 [U]-+U exists. g1 :u-R is continuous because each 
coordinate is eontinuous. Observe that 
... ' ' •' 
-1 -1 g1 [U] = g[U] = g[g [~·]] = V. Consider p (HIV). We see 
that H[V] C dom(p- 1) because ~an{K) C ran(p). Thus 
dom(p-l (HIV))= V = dom(g1- 1). Then g1-l = p-\(ttlv): 
.,. 
. . ._.. .... ' 
:• 
"' ·e>< 
.. 
- 30 
-1 
·Hence. g1 is continuous. Ther~fore., g1 :U-+V is a 
homeomorp.hism., U is open in M, and V is open in Rn, i.e .. 
. g1 is a chart at p. 
. , 
We must show that g1 is admissible. First observe that 
) ) ) i i -1 . UC dom(p, i.e. dom(g1 C dom(p . Since z e AP, z op is 
. d -1 
at p(q) for each q E dom(g1). Hence g1op is analytic at 
p(q) for each q e dom(g1). On the -1 other hand, pog1 = HIV 
is analytic at g1 (q) for eac·h q E dom~g1). Theref.ore, ·for 
each q· E dom(g1)., g1 and pare analytically r~lated at q. 
'" Since p i·s analytically related to each admissible chart, g1 
is analytically related to each admissible chart. Thus g1 is 
• • 
admissible, i.e. (z 1 ) IU ris an admissible chart.· Q.E.D .. 
Definition 1.25: Let M be an analytic manifold and p EM. 
· 1 n The functions z , · · · 2 z E A . define an admissible chart a·t p p 
• if and only.if th~re is an open set-U such that (z1 ) IU is 
an admissible chart. at p . 
,; 
Corollary 3.26: Let.M be an analytic manifold ane p EM. Let 
z1 , · · ·, zn e A . Then z1., · · ·., zn. define an admissible chart p 
1 n at p if and only if dz,·· ·,dz is a basis for L *· p 
§4. Differential forms and infinitesimal transformations. 
Definition 4.1: Let M be an analytic manifold. 
i) The infinitesimal of Mis 
... 
I ' ' . -··.~ " .. .. .. . . ,. 
.. 
... ~. 
:~ 
.·; i. 
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M = { (p,f) Ip e Mand f e AP}· .. ;...-7 
"' ii) Let X:M-+R. For f EA, define 
Xf =·{ (p,X(p,f)) Ip e dom(f} }· 
t'\,, iii) Let X:M~R. For p EM, define 
xP = { (f,X(p,f)) I f e AP}· 
iv) Xis an infinitesimal transformation on M if and 
. 'v 
only if X:M~R and for each p EM, Xp EL. 
. P· 
v) Let X be an infi~itesirnal transformation on M. Xis 
analytic if and only if for each f EA, Xf EA. 
vi) ,, • I 
L(M)={Y I Y is an analytic infinitesimal transformation on M}, 
··•11· ···'·''l 
In ii) above, it is clear that Xf is a function and 
. 
Xf: dom(f)~R. So Xf is a candidate for A. In iii), X :A -+R 
n p p 
.. ,...., 
which makes it a p~ospect for LP. In this way, an 
infinitesimal transformation may be thought of as a 
collection of tangent vectors - one from each point in M. 
·This is made more -precise by the next theorem. As usual, we \ 
shall write L f-or L{M) when no confusion results. 
'v 
Let X:M~R. When no confusion results, we may abuse the 
notation and write 
f E A, Xf E A. 
Theorem 4.2: Let M 
X=M~-.u{1P I P e M} 
X:A~A when we really mean that for each 
,,... 
I 
-
.. 
be an analytic manifold. Let .. , ) ... · 
• /1. , ..... .-., 
have the following.property: 
For each p EM, Y(p) EL (i.e. a collection of tangent· p 
vectors -,. one from each point of M). ..--~ 
••• 
,· 
\ 
' 
\• / . 
., 
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• 
"' Define X:M-+R by X(p,f) = (Y(p))(f) for PE Mand f E AP . 
. 1 
Then Xis an infinitesimal transformation on M; and for each 
p EM, X = Y(p) .. p 
Proof: Let p EM. Then Yp 
r, 
e LP. So for each f E AP, 
"' (Y(p))(f) is defined and in R. So X:M.,.R. Also, for f E AP 
Xp(f) = X(p,f) = (Y(p))(f). 
Hence xp = Y(p). So xp E LP. Q.E.D. 
-
'v Theorem 4.3: Let M be an analytic manifold and X:M-+R. 
XE L if and only if the following hold: 
1. X:'A--+A. 
2. For each a,~ ER and f,g EA, 
X(af + ~g) = aX(f) + ~X(g). 
, 
3. For each f,g EA, X(fg) = fX{~) + gX(f). 
Proof: (~) 1. This re-ally means . that for each 
Xf E A which • part of the definition. 18 
2. Let a,' t3 E Rand f,g E A. Then af + f3g EA. 
-
dom(X(af + 13g)) = dom(af + ~g) = dom(f)"ndom(g) 
f 
= dom(Xf)ndom(Xg) = dom(aXf + !3Xg). 
E A, 
So it is sufficient to show that the functions agree at ·each 
point of their domaip. Let p E dom(f)ndom(g) . 
. · ' (~(af + t3g)) (p) = · XP (af + t3g) = aXPf + t3Xpg · 
,.· 
. 
"' 
. 
= a(Xf) (p) ·+ t3(Xg) (p). = (aXf + t3Xg) (p). 
3. Again the functions have the same domain; so let 
'.,;.· : ,:. .-.. , 
p. E dom(X(f g)). 
' (X(fg))(p) = Xp(fg) = f(p)Xp(g) + g(p)Xp(g) 
~ 
, ... 
.. 
.,· 
.. 
• • • I • • 
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= (f~g)(p) + (gXf)(p) = (fXg + gXf)(p) 
·(*=) If we show that for each p EM, Xp E LP, then Xis 
. . 
an infinitesimal transformation on M; so by 1, XE L. Let 
. \-·~ 
p E M. Recall that X :A -=,.R. We apply theorem 3. 2. Let a, b E R p p 
and f,g EA. p 
Xp(af + bg) = (X(af + bg))(p) = (aXf + bXg)(p) 
= a(Xf)(p) + b(Xg)(p) = aXP(f) + bXP(g). · 
= (X(fg))(p) = (fXg + gXf)(p) 
.. , 
= f(p)Xp(g) + g(p)Xp(f). 
Hence X EL. Q.E.D. p p 
We define addition and scalar multiplication on Las· 
·usual (i.e. ·definition 2. 5). This makes L a vector. space 
over R. 
Theorem 4,4: Let M be an analytic manifold and X an 
infinitesimal transformation on M. XE L if and only if the 
I 
following holds: . .-
Let cr = (xi) be an admissible chart of dimension, n. 
,. . 
Then there exi~t g1, ... ,gn e A such that if f EA and 
'1 
dom_(f)ndom(o) is not empty, then 
n 
'l"""""""I • 
(Xf) I dom( o) = L gl. oi (£) · 
i=l 
Proof: (~) Let gi = X(xi) for 1 ~ i ~ n. Then g1 EA . 
• 
· dom(g1 ) = dom(o). Let f E A and suppose dom(f)ndgm(o) is :not 
empty. Observe that dom(oi(f)) p dom(f)ndorn(o) - dom{Xf)ndorn(o). · 
1.--... -,, 
~ . 
., ,,·-·. :·,;,.-,....,.J,11*>,.';.-..:r~li:u,;:::;, 
:,, • j ., 
' 
-~---. \ 
,') 
' l 
,..:....,.~ 
·-.sr: 
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Let p E dom(f)ndom(a). (Xf)(p) = Xp(f). 
n , 
= i {Xxil )cri)(f) = Xp(f). 
i=l p . 
(¢=) ·Let f EA. We must show that Xf .EA, i.e. for each 
p E dom(f), Xf is analytic at p. Let p e d~(f}. Let cr = (x~) 
be an admissible chart at p of dimension n. Let 
_ D = dom(f)ndom(cr), Then p ED and Dis open in M. Let 
l n. b · · h h h ~ S . f A g ,···,g e as_ given 1n t e ypot es1s. 1nce E , 
is analytic at a(q} for each~ e D. Thus (foo~1). is 
1 
at cr(q) for each q ED. Therefore, oi(f) EA. Hence 
n . 
{Xf) ID = I gi ai (f) E A .. 
Thus Xf is ana!Y!ic at p. ·Q.E.D. 
Corollary 4.5: Let M be an analytic manifo·ld and X an 
• infinitesimal transformation on M. Let cr = (x1 ) be an 
., 
admissible chart in M of dimension n. Let f. EA and 
dom(o)Odom(f) be nonempty. Then 
n 
{Xf) ldom{cr) = I 
i=l 
. 
-1 focr 
analytic 
'.,. 
Now we turn to differential forms. We usually denote 
the value of a function f evaluated at a point p.by f(p). In· 
the case of a differential form ru, we shall denote the value 
of ,ro at p by ru . p 
/ 
. ~: . 
't 
r 
' 
'; 
·I 
. I 
- .. ~---. -··- - . ~J 
-.~. 
1-:. ;, 
1 
! 
l 
' 
. . .. -. 
"~ 
·;. •. 
Definition 4.6: Let M be an analytic ma~ifold. rn is. a 
differential form on M if and only if m:M~U{Lp * I p E M} 
and for p e M, w EL *D p p 
Let f. be defined on M and f · E A. An example of a 
differential form is 
{ } Cl) = (p.,d (f)) p EM p 
• 
where d • defined • definition 3 .14. Now we see.why the 1S in p 
35 
notation used there • To make matters worse, shall l.S poor. we 
denote the differential form above by df. Whether df denotes 
the differential form or the value at a point p will be made 
clear by the context. 
Definition 4.7: Let M be an analytic manifold, X an 
infinitesimal transformation on M, and w a differential 
form on M. Then 
<X,m) = { (p,<Xp,wp)) j 1p EM}· 
'· ., 
Let p EM. Since Xp EL and ru EL*; their inner p p P. 
product is defined. Thus <X,w)~M~R. We shall denote 
, 
<X,w> evaluated at p by <X,m>p· Then we have <X,w>p = <Xp,mp>· 
• 
Let a ~ 1 . = (x) be an admissible chart in M. Recall that 
for each p E dom(o), oil. EL o We may regard cri as a p p . 
function whose domain is dom(cr). In a similar manner we may 
,,t 
• 
regard dx 1 a function whose domain • dom(cr) . . (This • as l.S 1S 
• 
similar df above.) For each E dom( cr), 1 EL*· This to p dx I . p p 
I· 
. . 
"'-: 
-
! . 
. j 
·.~ 
leads us to the next. definition which is similar to 
definition 4.7. 
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Definition 4.8: Let M be an analytic manifold, X an 
infinitesimal transformation on M,·m a differential form on 
M, and cr = (xi) an admissible chart in M. 
i) <cri,w>.= { (p,<crilp~wp~) I p E dom(cr)}, 
ii) <X,dx1> = { (p,<Xp,dx1 1p>)I p E dom(cr) }· 
• 1 ' It is clear that <cr.,m): dom(f)-+R and <X,dx >: dom(f).-+R. 1 . 
. -· -- -·· ·- ··-
To indicate either of these functions evaluated at p, we 
shall use pas a subscript • 
Thus 
• • 1 <X, dx > p 
1 
- <X , dx I > = p p 
• • 
. 1 1 
<X, dx > = X(x ) . 
Let p E dom(o). 
dxi I (X ) = X (xi) . p p p 
From corollary 4.5, we also see that if f EA and 
dom(f)ndom(cr) is not empty, then 
n 
(Xf) ldorn(cr) 
= I 
i=l 
Theorem 4.9: Let M be an analytic manifold,¢ cr = (xi) an 
admissible chart in M of dimension n and ma differential ' . 
form on M. Then 
n 
m I dom(o) 
= I • ]. < er • , rn) · dx . l. ' 
i=l 
Proof: Observe that dom(dxi) = ' dom (<a i , w>) = 
, 
dom(cr). 
,,. 
~ . 
··-·- .. - . ~-:· __ 
•• 
.:--. 
'\.. 
Let p € dom(a). Since (l) p 
n 
~ 
. . 
(.l) L b. ' J - dx Ip -p J j=l 
. where each bj E R. Thus 
n 
I (CJ. I ,rn > b. --.1 p P. J j=l 
Hence 
n 
~ I I -.r· b. - 1 
i=l 
E Lp*, we m_ay write 
·'c: 'j 
.. n 
• I . ' d J b. 5 •• (.:0. I ' X I > --1 p p J 1] 
i=l 
n 
-
- I 
i=l 
• 1 < CJ • I , rn > dx . J 1 p p p 
• 1 . dx Q.E.D. - (.l) Ip • p 
= b .. 1 
, .. ,,-,.·.·.· 
Definition 4.10: Let M be an analytic manifold and rn .a 
differential form on-M. 
i) w is analytic if and ~nly if ·for each admissible 
• 
chart CJ = (x1 ) in M of 'dimension n," there are functions 
37 
·t 
··"') 1 n g ,· ··,g EA such that 
,·,.- ,{ 
n 
ili l dom( cr) - I 
i=l 
r-. 
ii) 
• • g1 dx1. :, 
~-' 
L*~) = {pl pis an.analytic differential form on M} . 
.The equatiori in this definition is analogous to the 
equation in theorem 4.4. We note that L*(M), sometimes 
written L*, has nothing to do with the dual space of L(M). 
We define addition and scalar multiplication on L* as usual. 
B 
. > 
' .,. 
x.: 
·•.:. 
·l:j 
\-;.\;. 
'!:.'.~ 
I 
t~ .. · 
~ I:·"_ ' ' 
!\'I 
,.. I • 
• j 
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Then it is easy to show that L* is a vector space over R. 
Refer to the example on page 35. We show that df EL*. 
• 
· ·Let cr = (x1 ) be an admissible chart of· dimension n. For 
• • 
1 ~ i ~ n, let gi = <cri,df). Then gi = df(cri) = cri(f) EA. 
Theorem 4.9 gives the desired result. 
Theorem 4.11: Let M be an analytic manifold. Let XE Land 
m E L*. Then <X, w> E A .. 
Proof: Recall that <X,m):M~R. Let p EM. Let cr = (xi) 
be .an admissible chart at p of dimension n. Then there are 
· 1 n functions g ,· · ·,g EA such that 
n 
~l.dom(cr) = Igi.axi. 
i·=.1 
Then for q E dom(cr) ,· ) .... 
<X,w> . = q 
n 
= < I (Xxi) gi) (q). 
i=l 
Theref_ore, 
<X, m>.I dam( cr) = 
n . 
I·<Xxi)gi. 
i=l 
Since Xx_i EA and gi EA, <X,cb)jdom(cr) EA. Therefore, 
<X,w) is analytic ·at p. So <X,m) EA. Q.E.D~ 
.. 
\: 
./ 
. . ' ··_ ",,. '"' '· ... - ~ .. -
• .1 
,I 
. ,
• 
J 
• 
.• ··:•.. •; . 
I 
... .1. - -
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§5. Mappings of manifolds. 
Definition 5.1: Let M and N ~e analytic. manifol·ds. Let H:M~N. 
i) H* = { (f,foH) I f e A(N) }· 
ii) His analytic if and only if H*:A(N)-+A(M) . 
• 
Observe that if f e A(N), then ran(foH) CR and 
dom(foH) = H-1[dorn(f)] CM, i.e. H*f = foH is a real valued 
function defined in M. 
Let I:M~M be the identit·y. If f E A(M), then 
\ I*f =fol~. f e _A(M). Thus I is analytic. Let M1, 
be analytic manifolds. Let H:M1 ~Mz and J :M2~M3 . 
(JoH)*f = fo(JoH) = (foJ)oH ~ H*(foJ)-.:· 
- H*(J*f) - (H"( oJ*) (f) 
M2 and M3 
' 
Let f E A(M3). 
provided J*f - foJ E A(Mz), i.e. f E J*- 1 [A(Mz)]. Thus 
(JoH)*l3*- 1 [A(M2)] = H* 0 J*. This shows that if Hand J are 
analytic, then (JoH)* = H*oJ*; thus JoH is analytic . 
. 
Theorem 5. 2: Let M and N be analytic manifolds and H:M-+-N. 
His analytic if and only if for each p EM, there are 
. . 
admissible charts cr = (xi) at pin Mand p = (yj) at H(p) 
. . . . .']_ 
in N such that p 0 Hocr is analytic at cr(p). 
Proof: (:=>) Le.t p e M. Let o- = (xi) be an admissible 
chart of dimension n at pin M, and let p = (yj) be an 
admissible chart ·m at H(p) in N. Let 1 ~ j ~ n. _Then 
~.ope A(N). Thus (~.op)oH = ~.o(poH) E A(M). Therefore, 
J - J J 
'' 
. ' 
f'../ 
,,;.., 
I 
. ' 
. " 
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· -1 
-1 
~.o((poH)oo ) is analytic at o(p). Hence poHocr is J 
t,: 
·, 
analytic at o(p). 
(~) Let f E A(N). Let p E dom(foH,. Then H(p) E dom(f). 
Let cr and p be as given. Let, n be the dimension of cr and m 
-1 the dimension of p. For conveni~nce, let J = poHoo . By 
hypothesis, J: dom(J)~Rm is ~nalytic at cr(p). ( dom(J) C Rn.) 
Observe that J(o(p)) = p(H(p)) E dom(fop-1). 
-1) -1 ) -1 ) -1 (fop oJ = f o-(p op oHocr C (foH o a 
Applying theorems 1.3 and 1.4, we see that (fop-1)oJ and., 
(foH)oo-l are analytic at cr(p). So foH is analytic at p. 
Therefore, foH E A(M). Q.E.D. 
\Theorem 5. 3: Let M and N be analytic manifolds and H :M-+N be 
analytic. Then H:M~N is continuous. 
Proof: Let WC N be open. Define f:W~R by f(p) = o for 
p E W. Then by lemrna,2.7, f E A(N). Thus foH E A(M). Hence 
-1 
-1 dom(f oH) is open in M_. But dorn(f oH) = H [ dom(f)] = H [W]. 
So H-1[W] is open. Q.E.D. 
Definition 5.4: Let Mand N be analytic manifolds and H:M-+N. 
H is an analytic homeomorphism if and only if H is analytic, .. ~ ·. · 
H-l exists, and H-1:N-.M is analytic. 
J-· "-:- ... 
From the preceeding theorem, we see that if H:-M~N is 
an analytic homeomorphism,' then H:M-,.N is a homeomorphism. 
Let H:M~N be an analytic homeom9rphism. Consider 
•", \,•} . 
• ~ 1 · I 
._r-
' 
-
•I 
' ' 
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H*:A{N)-+A(M) and {H-l)*:A{M)-+A{N). 
-1 
-1 ) 
. ~* o (H ) * = (H o H * = I l * ·. 
-1) where 11 :M-+M is the iq.entity. Similarly, .(H *tiH* = I 2*. 
where 12 :N~N is the identity. Therefore, (H*)-1 = (H-1)*. 
Definition 5.5: Let Mand N be analytic manifolds and 
,, 
H:M-+N an analytic homeomorphism. 
,. 
dH = { {f, {H-l)*oFoH*) I f:A{M)~A{M) }· 
It is clear that dH is a function. If f:A(M)~A(M), 
then we shall write fd.H for d.H{f). Let f:A{M)~A{M). Observe .. , 
that· fdH:A(N)~A(N). Thus 
dH: { f I f:A(M)~A(M)}. ~{ g I g:A{N)~A{N) }· 
Let XE L(M). We would like to write XdH, but we may not 
I"\, (yet) because X:M~R. Next we would like to show that 
Xd.H E L{N). Define 
X = { (f,Xf) If E A{M) }· 
"" ""dH Then X:A(M)~A(M); so X is defined. We have shown above 
that XdH:A{N)~A{N). To simplify things, let Y = XdH. We 
show that -Y has the following properties: 
1. For each a,b ER and f,g E A(N), 
Y(af + bg) = aYf + bYg . 
• 
2 .; For each f,g E A(N), 
- Y(fg) = fYg + gYf. 
Let a,b ER and f,g E A(N). 
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Y(af +·bg) = x<lH(af + bg) 
= ((H-l)*oXoH*)(af + bg) 
= ((H-l)*oX)((af + bg)oH) 
= ((H-l)*oX)(a(foH) + b(goH)) 
= (H-l)*(aX(foH) + bX(goH)) 
. 1 
=(aX(foH) + bX(goH))oH-
= a(X(foH))oH-l + b(X(goH))oH-l 
··~ 
= a((H-l)*oXoH*)(f) + b((H-l)*oXoH*)(g) 
= aYf + bYg. 
Property 2 follows in a similar manner. Now we define 
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Y = { ((p,f), (Yf)p) I f E A(N) and p E dom(f) }· 
Then Y:N~R, Yp:Ap(N)-+R for p E N, and Yf = Yf for f E A(N) . 
Finally, we ask if YE L(N). To answer this question, we 
check the conditions in theorem 4.3. Using properties 1 and ~ 
2 above and the fact that Yf = Yf for f E A(N), we s~e that 
the conditions in theorem 4.3 hold. Thus YE L(N). 
To simplify the notation and make things look better, 
· dH rvdH we shall drop the rv and the - and write X for X . The 
next theorem summarizes the results above. 
Theorem 5.6: Let Mand N be analytic manifolds and H:M-tN be 
an analytic homeomorphism. If XE L(M), then XdH E L(N). 
/i 
•• When no confusion results, we shall write the conclusiQn 
'. 
of this theorem as dH:L(M)--+~(N). Now let I:M-+M be the 
identity. If XE L(M), then Xdl = X. So dI:L(M)-+L(M) is the 
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identity. Let M1, M2, and M3 be analytic manifolds. Let 
H:M1~M2 and J:M2-+M3 be analy·tic homeomorphisms. Then 
-1 -1 JoH:M1~M3 is analytic and H c J :M3-+M1 i·s analytic. Thus 
J 0 H:M1 >M3 is an analytic homeomorphism. 
Theorem 5.7: Let M1, M2, and M3 be analytic manifolds, and 
let H:M1-+M2 ~nd J:M2--t,.M3 be analytic homeomorphisms. Then 
d(JcH) = dJodH. 
Proof: First observe that the functions above have the 
same domain, namely 
fd(JoH) = (JoH)- *ofo(JoH)* 
= (H-lo J-l) *of o (H*oJ*) 
= J-l*o(H-l*ofoH*)oJ* 
: J-l*odH(f)oJ* 
= dJ(dH(f)) 
= (dJodH)(f). Q.E.D. ) 
Corollary 5.8: Let Mand N be analytic manifolds. Let H:M~N 
-1 be an analytic homeomorphism. Then (d.H) exists and 
(dH)-l = d(H-1). 
Proof: Let A = { f I f :A(M)-+A(M) } and 
B_ = { g I g:A(N)-+A(N) } . Since H:M~N is an analytic 
. homeomorphism, H-1 :N-.M is an analytic homeomorphism. So 
-1 ,-
-1 
-1 dH:A~B and d(H ):B~A. dHod(H ) = d(HoH ) is the 
- -1 identity on B since HoH is the 1aentity on N. Similarly, 
d(H-1)odH is the identity on A. Q.E.D. 
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We observe that the above theorem and corollary hold 
even if we consider dH "~estricted to" L(M1) or L(M)J dJ 
"restricted to" I..(M2), arid d(H-1) "restricted to" L(N) 
(i.e. dH restricted to {XI XE L(M1)}, etc.). 
Theorem 5.9: Let Mand N be analytic manifolds. Let H:M~N 
be an analytic homeomorphism. Then dH:L(M)~L(N) is a 
(vector space) isomorphism. 
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Proof: We already know that (dH)-l = d(H- 1):L(N)-+L(M). 
So all we need to check is the linearity. Let a ER and 
XJY E L(M). Let f E A(N). 
(aX + Y)dHf = ((H-l)*o{aX + Y)oH*)(f) 
= (H-l*)((ax + Y)(foH)) 
= (H-l*){aX(foH) + Y(foH)) 
= a(X(foH)oH-l) + Y(f~H)oH-l 
= a{{H-l)*oXoH*)(f) + ((H-l)*oYoH*){f) 
= a xdHf + ydHf 
= (axdH + Y)(f). 
Th:US (aX + Y)dH = aXdH + YdH. So dH is linear. Q.E.D . 
., 
Theorem 5. 10: Let M and N be ana.lytic manifolds J and let 
H:M~Nc be\ ~n analytic homeomorphism. ,Let p E M arid q = H(p). 1 .• J . _.. -
. ~ 
Then Lp(M) and Lq(N) are isomorphic (vector space~); and, 
., ' 
th~refore, they have the same dimension. 
-Proof: Define F: LP {M)~Lq (N) as follows: For L E LP {M), 
F(L) = LoH*. Clearly dom(F(L)) C dom(H*) = A(N). We show 
' . 
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that dom(F(L)) = Aq(N). Let g E A(N). 
g E d~(F(L)) if and only if H*(g) E dom(L) = Ap(M} 
if and only if go H E A}b.(M) 
if and only if p E dom(goH) 
if and only if H(p) E dom(g) 
if and only if q E dom(g) 
-
if and only if g E Aq (N). 
Thus dom(F(L)) = A (N). To show that F{L) E Lq(N), we verify q ,/ 
J. . 
the conditions of theorem 3.2. Let a,b ER and f,g e Aq(N). 
(F(L))(af + g) = (LaH*)(af + bg} = L((af + bg)oH) 
= L(a(foH) + b(foH)) = aL(foH) + bL(goH) 
= a(F(L))(f) + b(F(L))(g). 
(f(L))(fg) = (LoH*)(fg) = L((fg)oH) 
= L((foH)(goH)) = (foH)PL(goH) + (goH)pL(goH) 
= f(q){F(L))(g) + g(q)(F(L))(f). 
So F:Lp(M)-.Lq(n). 
Now define G:L (N)-+L (M) by G(L) = Lo(H-l)*. We show 
. q p 1 , 
that G = F- . Let LE L (N). 
. q 
(FoG)(L) = F(Lo(H-l)*) = (Lo(H-l)*)oH* = Lo(HoH-l)* = L. 
So FoG is the identity on L (N), and similarly GoF is the q . 
identlty on Lp(M). Thus F = G-1 . We mu~t check the linearity 
/ 
of F. Let a ER and L1 ,L2 .E Lp(M). 
F(aLl + Lz) = (aLl + L2)0H* = a(L10H*) + (L20H*) 
= aF{L1) + F(Lz)· 
-Thus F:L (M)~L {N) is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. p q 
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Definition 5.11: Let Mand N be analytic Manifolds and p 
€
 M. 
Let H be a function with p e dom(H) CM and ran(H) C N. Let ~, .. 
q = H(p). 
i) H is analytic at p· if and O}l·ly if dom(H) is a 
neighborhood of p and there is an open neighborhood W of p 
such that for each f E Aq {N), {f oH) IW E AP {M). 
ii) H has a local inverse at p if and· only if and only · 
if there is a function J such that dom(J) is an open 
?eighborhood of q, ran(J) is an open nei9hbor hood of p, 
HoJ is the identity on dom(J)·, and JoH is the identity on 
iii) His invertible at p if and only if there is a 
function J whieh-- satisfies the requirements~i") and is 
also analytic at q. 
Theorem 5.12: Let Mand N be analytic manifolds and p e M . 
• Let H:M~N be analytic. Let a= (x1 ) be an admissible chart 
at p of dimension n. Let p = (yj) be an admissible chart at 
• q = H(p) of dimension m. For 1 ~ j ~ m, let fJ = ~.opoH. If J 
m = n and det(cr.(fj) I 1 ~ i,j ~ n) i o, then His invertible 1 
at p. 
Proof: Since His analytic, fj EA {M). Thus p 
n 
dfj = \ cr. (fj) dxi. L 1 . 
i=l 
Since the determinant of the coefficients is not zero, 
1 n df ,···,df are linearly independent; hence they form a 
I 
. I 
'-··' 
i 
I 
·1 
,: 
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· 1 · n basis for L *{M). By corollary 3.26, f ,···,,£ define an 
. p 
admissible chart at p, i.e. there is an open setU in M such 
. . 
. 
. ] that p E U C dom(fJ) and (fJ I 1 ~ j -~ n) IU is an admissible 
chart at p. Let g = (fj) IU. Let V = ran(g). Then V C Rn is 
open. If v E V, then there is a p1 E U such that v = (fj (p1)). 
J 
. 1 So v = p(H(p1)). Therefore, V C ran(p). Let W = p~ [V]. Then 
Wis open iQ N. Let J = g-1op. Then dOm(J) =Wand ran(J) = U. 
) -1 - ) -1 )) Let pl EU. Then (JoH (p1) = g (p(H(p1)) = g · (g{pl = P1· 
. 
. Thus J~H is the identity on U = ran(J). Since we know that 
J has an inverse (It is a homeomorphism,), J-l = HjU. Thus 
HoJ is the identity on W = dom(J). So H has a local 
namely J. 
• inverse, 
Now we show that J is analytic at ~- Let f E A (M). We p 
. -~... . . 
. must show that f oJ E A (N). Since 
. . ' q 
.•, 
dom(foJ) C dom(J) =WC dorn(p), it is sufficient to show 
that (foJ)op-l is analytic at each point of its domain. 
) -1 -1 ) -1 -1) -1) (foJ op - fo(g op p = (fog c(pop 
= (fog- 1) jran(p) = fog- 1. 
Since • admissible chart at p and f Ap(M), fog -1 • g 18 an E 1S 
analytic at each point of its domain, • (f oJ) op--1 • 1.e. l.S 
ana-·lytic at each point of its domain. Thus foJ EA (N). Q.E.D. q . 
,r· •-.....__ 
I>< 
. 
Theorem 5.13: LetM and N be analytic manifolds and H:M-+N. 
·His analytic if and only if for each p EM, His analytic 
. -"~-
" ,, , ..... 
at p. ., 
Proof: (=>) Clear. 
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,. ({=) ·Let f 
€
 A(N). Let p 
€
 dom(f oH). Let cr = (xi) be an 
admissible chart in Mat p of dimension m. Let p = (yj) be 
an admissible chart in N at H(p) of dimension n. Then fop -l 
; . . 
. 1 is analytic at p(H(p)). Since yJ e AH(p)(N), yJoHocr- is 
) -1) ) -1 analytic a.t cr(p . Therefore, (f ep _o(poH ocr is analytic 
at cr{p). Observe that 
(fop-l)opoHocr- 1) = fo(p-lo p)oHocr-l C foHocr- 1 . Thus foHocr-l 
is analytic at each point of its domiin. So f•H E A(M). Q.E.D.· 
§6. Submanifolds ... 
Definition 6.1: Let Mand N be analytic manifolds. N is a 
submanif old of M if an<;i only if N C M and the following holds.: 
{S.C.) If cr = (xi) is an admissible chart· in M of 
dimension n, then 
1. for 1 ~ i ~ n, xi IN e A(N), and 
2. if p e dom(cr)nN~ then there is a subset JC {1,· ··,n} 
such that (xi IN I i e J) defines an admissible chart in N at p. 
The condition above is called the submanifold condition 
which we abbreviate S.C. Let N be a submanifold of-Mand 
I:N~M be the identity. We show that I is analyti(;o Let 
• , 1. f e A{M). Then f 0 I = ffNu Let p e dom(f!N)o Let q = (x) be . . 
t an admissible chart in Mat p of dimension n. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that p = (x1 IU, · · · ,xk llf), ·where 
UC N is open, is an admissible chart in Nat po Observe 
.. r·: , ,•., ...... •( 
•J 
i 
,; 
.. :-, 
:;,. ·~ 
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-1 -1 that (fo!)op fop Consider the power • representa-- series - • 
-1 1 n) • • tioh for Let cr(p) XJ = xJ· for f 00 . - (x0 ,···,x0 o. Set - 0 
• • k < j L What • left • • • XJ-XJ for. - n. l.S is a power series in 
. 0 
1 ~ . ~ k and is representation for fop -1 Thus fol • - J a • l.S 
analytic at p. Therefore, fol E A(N). Hence I is analytic.· 
• 
-
.Theorem 6.2: Let Mand N be analytic manifolds and N CM. 
• • 
Let a - (x1) and 'f - (yJ) be admissible charts in M. If the - -
S. C. holds for cr, then it holds for Tldom(rr). 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
dom(cr) = dam(~). Let p e dom(T)nN. Let n be the dimension of 
o and T. We may assume p = (x1 IU, · · · , xk IU), where U C N is 
open, is an admissible chart in Nat p. Since xi IN E A{N), 
( i I N) - l . 1 . ( ) S . d h x op 1s ana yt1c at pp. 1nce Tan o are carts at 
-1 ) I ~1 -p, Too is analytic at cr(p . ((cr N)op )(p(p)) = o(p). 
-1) · I ) -1 Therefore, (Too o((cr N p ) is.analytic at p(p). 
( -1) < I ) -1) -1) -1) -1 ) -1 -1 Too o( o N op = (Too·· o{crop = To{o o o op - Top . 
Hence Top-l is analytic at p(p). Thus yj IN E A(N) for 
• • • 
- 1 ~ j ~ n. Let ~1 = x1 IN and vJ -
i ii i -1 I u = ~ N = (x oT )c(T N) = 
yj IN for convenience. 
i -1 · (xoT ).c(vJ I l~j~n). 
' •• •ti' 
are a basis for L *(tl' dv·1 · · · dvn p 1, , , span 
· . 1 k L *(N). By renumbering the dvJ we may assume that· dv , · · · , dv· p 
is a basis for Lp*{N). Apply corollary 3.26. Q.E.D. 
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Corollary 6.3: Let Mand N be analytic manifolds and NC M. 
Let F be a family of admissible charts in M which covers M. 
-
If the S. C. holds for each th~rt in F, then N ·is a 
submanifold of M. 
Proof: Let p = (yj) be an admissible chart in M. Let· 
p E dom(p)nN, and let OE F be a chart at pa Then the s. C. 
holds for pjdom(cr). Hence yj IN is analytic in Nat p. So 
yjjN 
€
 A(N). Thus the S. C. holds for p. Q.E.D. 
r_i1heorem 6. 4: Le~ M and N be analytic manifolds and N C M.· 
N is a submanifold of M 1if and only if the following holds: 
· For e·ach p 
€
 N, there is an admissible chart cr = (xi) 
in Mat p of dimension m, an admissible chart T = (yj) in 
Nat p of dimension n, and functions Hl, ... ,Rm of n 
variables such that 
.. , ... , •. 
.1 
xi IN= Hi T, 1 ~ i ~ m, 
each Hr is analytic at -r(p), and the rank of the matrix 
• (H1 . I ··1 1 ~ i ~ m and 1 ~ j ~ n) is n . 
. J 'r(p) . 
. 
Proof: Let cr be an admissible chart in Mat p and Tan 
i 
-1 admissible chart in Nat p. Let H = rr.oooT for 1 ~ i ~ m. 1 . 
Since (rriocr) IN E A(N), Hi is analytic at T(p). 
L 
Rio~= (v.ocroT-l)oT = (rr.ocr) IN= xiJN. Since N is a 1 1 
. 
submanifold, we may assume that p = (x1 1U,·· · ,xnlU), where 
UC N is open, is an admissible chart in N 8.t p. Then TOp-l 
is analytic at p(p). 
• 
yJ I dom(p) = (vjo-rop-1)o(xi!U 1 ·1 ~ i {;· n) ... 
... ., 
, 
' 
I 
I• 
-1) Further; • analytic p(p). So by the implicit ( 1T.0T op 1S at J 
function theorem, the rank of the • matrix is given n. 
(~) -xi IN.= Hio(yj) is a system of m equations inn 
unknowns (n ~ m). By the implicit function theorem, we can 
solve the system as 
• • 
yjjq = Jjc-(x11 1N,···,x10 1N), 1 '-j t n, 
• • 
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J. 11 1n where H is analytic at (x (p), · · ·.,x (p)) and p E U which 
• 
is open in N. Let uk = x1 klN for 1 ~kt n. Then uk E A(N). 
Thus 
n 
dyj - \ Jj duk. L. k 
-- - ·--·" -- . -· ·- - ·-k= l 
So du1, · · ·,du0 is a basis of Lp*(N). Therefore, u1,· · ·,un 
\ 
define an admissible chart at pin N. So the S. C. holds. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 6.5: Let M be an analytic manifold and NC Man open 
set. Give N the relative topology from M. Then there is a 
unique analytic structure on N such that N is a submanifold 
of Mand Mand N have the same dimension at each point of N~ 
Proof: Let C = { o IN I o is an admissible chart in M }: 
Let T1 ,T2 EC. Then there are charts a.1 and o2 in M such 
. ' 
that Tl= cr1 fN and Tz·= a.2 1N. Since Ni~ open in M, a.1 [N] is 
open in Rn where n is the dimension of o1 . Therefore, 
T 1 : dom(cr1)nN~cr1 [N] is a c~art in N. Moreover, the dimension 
of Tl . . also So C • family of charts • N. Clearly C 18 n. 1S a 1n 
N. Now show that C • analyt.ic. covers we 1S 
-1 ( cr1 IN) ocr2 -1 (cr1oa.2-1) (cr2 [N]·. 
\ Tl o't'z - -- -
.ol 02 -1 is analytic at each point of its domain, and Oz [N.J 
\\. I 
' 
.. ,; 
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is open. Thus T 1 ,T2-l is analytic at each point of its 
domain. Hence Tl _and Tz are analytically_related. So C is 
analytic. By theorem 1. 13, ther,e is- an analytic structure F 
on N such that CC F. Then (N,t) is an analytic manifold.· 
From the construction used, it is clear that N is a subman-
ifold of Mand that Mand N have the same dimension at each 
.. 
point· of N. 
Suppose F1 is any analytic struct~re with the required 
properties. Let p EN and o be an admissible chart in Mat p 
of dimension n. Then ojN E F. There is an open set UC N 
' SJJ,ch that o ju E F1 since (N,F1) has dimension n at p. -But 
since UC N is open, (oJN) IU = olU E F. Thus F and F1 have 
a. chart in common at each point of N. Thus F =,.,F'1. Q.E.D. 
§7. Products of manifolds. 
..•. 
Definition 7.1: Let Mand N be manifolds. 
i) The product manifold of Mand N is MXN with the 
Tych~noff topology. 
• 
ii) Leto= (x1 ) be a chart of dimension min Mand 
• 
p. = (yJ) be a chart of dimension n in N . f . 
a) The product of a and pis 
(o, p): (dom(cr) )X(dom(p)~(ran(cr) )X(ran(p)) ·and is defined 
as follows: 
For each (p,.q) E (d.om(o))X(dom(p)), 
,'!..·· 
( 0 , p) (p, q) = (xl (p), ... , xm(p), yl (q), ... , yn( q)) . 
<\·' 
,·,,, ..... _.I' i 
., 
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~· 
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b) (cr-1, p -l): (ran(cr) )X(ran(p) )~(dom(o))X(dom(p)) 
is defined as.follows: 
· 1 m 1 n) For each (u ,· · ·,u ,v ,· · · ,v E (ran(cr))X(ran(p)), 
( 0 -1, p -1) ( u 1, ... , um, vl, ... , vn) = ( 0 -1 ( u 1, ... , um), p -1 ( vl, ... , vn)) . 
Theorem 7.2: Let Mand N be manifolds. Let cr be a chart in M 
of dimension m and pa chart in N of dimension n. Then 
(cr, p} is. a chart in MXN of dimension m+n. 
-1 -1) ) Proof: First observe that~(cr ,p o(cr,p is the 
identity on (dom(o))X(dom(p)) and (o,p)o(o-1,p-1) is the 
X ) ) -1 -1 -1) identity on (ran(cr)) (ran(p ). Hence (cr,p = (a ,p . 
dom((cr,p)) = {dom(cr))X(dom(p)) is open in MXN because dom(cr) 
and dom(p) are open. Similarly, ran((cr,p)) is open in Rm+n. 
,,f!'" Each coordinate of (cr,p) is continuous; so·(cr·.,p) is. 
-1 -1 continuous. Each coordinate of (cr ,p ) is continuous; so 
(o,p) is a chart in MXN of dimension mf-n. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 7.3: Let M and,N be manifolds. Then MXN is a 
rnanif old. -
\ 
.... __ 
- . We are mainly interested in analytic manifolds. The 
. ' 
next theorem gives us a way to make. the'.Jproduct of two· 
analytic manifolds into an an~~y~ic manifold . 
. ,· . I· . 
Theorem 7.4: Let Mand N be manifolds and F1 and F2 be 
analytic structures on Mand N, respectively. Let 
.. 
.: 
;.,• 
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F3 - { ( cr' p) p E Fl and p E Fz }· -
Then F3 • analytic and covers MXN. 1S 
Proof: The previous theorem shows that F3 is a family 
of charts in MXN, and it is clear that F3 covers MXN. Let 
(cr1,p1),{cr2,p2) E F3 . Suppose that dom((cr1,p1))ndom((crz,Pz)) 
/ 
is not empty. Then dorn(cr1)0dom(cr2) arid dom(p1)0dorn(p2) are 
-1 
not empty. Thus cr1oo2 is analytic at each point of its 
d . d h f . -l F 1 L • L m+ · d amain an t e same or p1op2 . or - 1 - n, consi er 
looks like either 
is independent of the 
last n variables and bas a power series representation in the 
first m variables or vice versa. In either case, the 
fl 
function is analytic. So (cr1,p1) and (cr2,p2) are analytically 
related. Thus F3 is analytic. Q.E.D ... 
In the above context, we can apply theorem 1.13 and 
extend F3 to a (unique) maximal family, i.e. an analytic 
< 
structure on MXN. 
. Definition 7.5: Let (M,F1) and (N,F2) be analytic manifolds. 
The analytic product manifold of (M,F1) and (N 2 F2) is MXN ·· 
with the (unique) analytic structure Fon MXN such that 
{ · ( cr, p) l cr E · F 1 and p E F 2 } C F . 
We will usually be concerned with analytic manifolds. 
So when no confusion results, we ··shall shorten the above to 
--- . 
., ' .. ~ .~ 
• 
• 
I 
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• 
the product of Mand N. When we write MxN, we mean the 
• 
analytic product manifold of Mand N. The following has 
been proved above . 
Corollary 7.6: Let Mand N be analytic manifolds. Let p e M 
and q € ~. The dimension of MXN at (p,q) is the sum of the 
dimension of Mat p and the dimension of Nat q. 
T~e~rem 7.7: Let M1, M2, ~nd M3 be analytic manifoldso Let 
,, 
f:M1XM2~M3 be analytic at (a,b) E M1XM2 . Define g:M2~M3 by 
. .,. ---· ..... -
g(u) = f(a,u) ·for u e M2 . Then g is analytic at b. 
Proof: Let cr - (xi) be a chart in M2 at b of dimension 
• 
n. Let p = (yJ) be a chart in M1 at a of dimension m. Then 
(p,o) is an admissible chart in M1XM2 at (a,b). Hence 
h = fo(p,o) is analytic at (p(a),o(b)). Consider the power 
series representation for h in (yj-yj(a)) and (xi-xi(b)). 
If we set yj = yj(a), then we are left with a power series 
in (xi-xi(b)) which represents h(y1(a),· ··,ym(a),x1,· · · ,xn). 
· 1 1 n 1 1 n But h ( y (a) , · · · , y (a) , x , · · · , x ) = , (go o - ) ( x , · · · , x ) . Thus 
-1 goo is analytic at o(b), i.e. g is analytic at b. Q.E.D. 
< 
·.'Cb 
;,; 
"'· 
) . 
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.·' 
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. §1. Local groups. 
Chapter II 
LIE GROUPS 
• I 
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. vJ 
Definition 1.1: Let A and B be sets. f is a pseudo-operation 
on A with values in B if and only if f is a function, 
dam(£) CA, and ran(f) CB. 
When no confusion results, we may write f :A-.B is a. 
pseudo-operation even if dom(f) I A. 
J 
Definition 1.2: Let A and B be topological spaces. Let 
f:A~B be a pseudo-operation. f:A~B is a continuous pseudo-
operation if and only if for each a E dqm(f), the following 
holds: 
If Wis a neighborhood of f(a) in B, then there is a 
neighborhood U of a in A s·uch that U C dom(f) and f [U] C W. 
-1) Definition 1.3: (V,T,·, is a local group if and only if 
the following hold: 
i) (V,T) is a Hausdorff topological space. 
-
ii) · : VXV~V and -l: V-:,V are continuous pseudo-opera- ·· 
tions. 
i .. ii) For each x, y, z E V, · if (xy) z and x{yz) are both 
. . . (' 
defined, then (xy)z = x(yz). 
u- i 
• 
.J 
e. -·1 
- -
·" 
iv) 
= e, 
v) 
defined 
There • 18 
and for 
For each 
and -1 xx 
• a un1.que 
X 
€
 
V, xe 
X 
€
 
V, if 
- e .. 
-
. ' ,• 
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V such that -1 • defined, e € e l.S 
,j 
• defined and xe 18 - x. 
-
-1 • defined, then -1· • X 18 xx l.S 
~ 
r·f we write xy and do not mention whether it is defined 
or not, then we mean that it is defined. If:we wish to 
decide whether xy is defined or not, then we shall explicitly 
_,---. 
say so. The same holds fot x- 1 . The element e (in iv)) is 
called the unit element of V. Any neighborhood of 
called a nucleus. As usual_, when no confusion results, we 
shall write Vis a local group. 
. 
, Definition 1.4: Let V be a local group. Let u1,u2 CV. 
i) u1u2 = { uv I u E u1 , v E u2; and uv is defined}· · 
1·1·) u -1 { -1 I u d -1 · d f. d} 1 = u u E 1 an u 1.s e 1ne . 
When we write u1u2, we mean that all the 'products 
uv with u E u1 and v E u2 are defined. If this is not the 
case then we shall .explicitly say ~o. The same appltes to 
-1- ' u1 . For emphasis, we consider what the continuity of the 
pseudo-operations means. For the inverse, continuity means 
the following: 
. -1 If x 
€
 V and x is defined, then for each neighborhood 
W of -1 -1 x , there is a neighborhood U of x such that U C W .-., 
. " 
,, 
,, . . ., ·' '"'"•···;,._ ·.,t ' ' 
I 
' 
,f 
,, 
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The continuity of the product means: 
i,f x,y EV and xy is defined, then for each neighborhood 
'' W of xy, there are neighborhoods u1 of x and u2 of y such 
/ 
Definition 1. S·: Let V 1 and. V 2 be -local groups. 
I 
·i) H:V1--:,.v2 is a topological isomorphism if and only 
if the following hold: 
1. H:V1~v2 is a homeomorphism. 
2. For each x,y E v1, xy·is defined if and only 
if H(x)H(y) is· defined. 
3. For each x,y E v1, if xy is defined, then 
H(xy) = H(x)H(y). 
ii) .v1 is topologically isomorphic to v2 if and'.only 
if there is a topological isomorphism H:V1 >V2 . ·- t ·' 
Theorem 1.6: Let (G,T). be a T2 topological group. Let V be 
an open nucleus. Define pseudo-operations inverse and ~ 
multiplication on V by restricting the group operations. 
(That is, for x,y EV, if xy EV, th~n the product (in V) 
is defined and is xy, and a similar statement for x-1.) 
Then V with the relative topology is a local group. ,' 
Proof: Clearly Vis a T2 space. Let x,y EV, and 
suppose. xy E V' ·i.e. xy is defined (relative to V). Let w be 
• 
. , ' a neighborhood of xy in V. Since V 'is open, W is also a 
. ·neighborhood of xy in G. Thus there are neighborhhods u1 of 
• .. .. !. • ' ... i-:,.:a ;' ••• , ..... ,}.··I.·... ~ .:,, 
.. ~·"' . 'ff'• 
. J 
.... - ...... '··· •• ·~-~---~~.}..,~ ...... /.,,:,:-,,,-.-·. "',"" .• ·--.,':t.-_· .• _.-·-~ .......... , -···· ; •...• , .. ~-'- ,._.,_ 
- ..,\ __ _ 
l 
. . 
/ 
' ) 
=~. ::·· 
x and u2 of yin G such that u1u2 CW. Let Wl = u1nv ind 
w2 = u2nv. Then w1 and ~2 _are neighborhoods of x.and y, 
respectively, in V, and w1w2 C W C V. · {All products are 
defined.) So multiplication is continuous. In a similar 
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_manner, inverse is also continuous. Part ii-i) of the defini- · 
tion follows from the associative law in G. The unit element 
of G satisfies part iv) of the definition. The last part of 
the definition is clear. Q.E.D. 
Definit-ion 1. 7: Let V be a loca~ ___ group. U is a germ of V if 
and only if the following hold: 
i) U is a nucleus. 
ii) For each x,y,z 
€ U, x(yz) = (xy)z. 
) -1 -1 iii For each x EU, x x = xx = e. 
iv) .For each x e u,· xe ~ex= x. 
··-· 
v) u-l = U and for each x EU, (x-1)-l = x. 
Theorem 1.8: Let V be a local group. Then there is a UC V 
which is a germ of V. 
Proof: Since ee ·= e and multiplication is continuous, 
there is an open neighborhood u1 of e such that u1u1 CV. / 
Similarly there is an open neighborhood u2 of e such that 
-1 u2u2 C u1 . Since e = e, there is an open neighborh9od u3 
of e such that u3-l 
. -1 
of e such that u4 
C u2 . There is an open neighborhood u4 
C u3. Let u5 = u2nu3nu4 . Since u5 C u2, 
u5u5 S_ °-2~2 C u1 . Sin~e u5 C u3, u5-
1 C u3 -l C u2 . Since 
J ' 
I . 
., • - ...... ,. I· 
,~ . 
There .is an open n'eighborhood u6 of e such that 
There is an open neighborhood u7 of e such that 
0 -1 
Let U = u7nu7 . Then U is a nei~hborhood of e. 
First we show that u5 satisfies ii), iii), and iv) of 
definition 1.7. Since UC u5 , U will also satisfy these 
conditions. For ii), let x,y,z e u5. Since u5u5 C u1, ~ 
(. ... ' {U5U5)(u5u5) C u1u1 CV, i.e. allproducts in {U5U5)(u5u5) 
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. \ 
are defined. In particular, (xe),.(yz) and (xy) (ze) are 
defined, i.e. x(yz} and (xy)z are defined. So x(yz) = (xy)z. 
) -1 -1 For iii, let x e u5 . Then x is defined and so xx = e by 
-1 -1 the definition of local group. Moreover, x x e u5 u5 C u1, 
-1) -1 -1 -1) and hence (x xx and x (xx are defined. So 
( -1 ) -1 -1 ( -1) -1 -1. -1 $ x xx = x xx = x e = x . Let y = x x. Then we 
-1 -1 -1)-1 -1)-1 have ye u1.and yx = x . Since {U5 C u1, (x e u1; 
. thus e = x-1cx-1)-1 = (yx-1}(x-1)-1 = y(x-1(x-1)-1) =ye• y. 
-l · ) 1 h . So e = y = x x. For iv, et x e u5 . Then we· ave xe = x. 
) - -1) · -1) Using iii, we get ex= (xx x = x(x x = xe ~ x. Thus 
•• --'-· .J • 
" 
ex= xe = x. So u5 satisfies ii), iii), and iv). 
~ 
Now we show that U satisfies v). Let x e u7 . · Then 
, 
X-l e u6nu7 . By iii), we have (x -ly-l ~ Ul and x-l(x -l)-l = e, 
There£ ore-, 
'i' 
Pi 
; 
... 
.- · .. I 
' ! 
l 
! 
,' I 
' 
'.f 
··-~ . 
: ~; : 
,-
. ,,,. 
r 
JI·· . 
. ,, 
• 
~. 
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x = x~ = x(x -1 (x ... 1)' .. -1) , = (xx -1) (x-1)-1 = e(x -1)-l=(x-l) -1. 
-1)-1 
~bus x = (x . We have shown that for each x e u7, . 
. .. - -1 -1 · (x ) = x. Since UC u7, U also has this property. We show 
( -1)-1 -1)-1 that u7 = u7 . -If x e u7, then x = (x and 
( -1)-1 ( -1)-1 . . ( -1)-1 ( -1)-1 x . e u7 . , .1.. e. u7 c- u7 . Let x e u7 . 
Then there is a y E u7-l such that y-l = x. There is a 
z E u7 such that z-
1 
= y. Observe that e = z-1z and 
-,; " 
-1 -1( ) -1 ) e = yy = yx. Thus e = yz = yx. Hence y yz = y (yx . 
(Both products are y- 1e which is always defined.) Therefore, 
-1)-1 -1)-1 z = x. Hence (U7 C u7 . So (U7 = u7 . 
-1 < n -1) -ln -1)-1 -ln U = u7 u7 = u7 (U7 = u7 u7 = U. 
So U satisfies v). Hence U is a germ of V. Q.E.D. 
Definition 1.9: Let G1 and G2 be r 2 topological groups .. G1 
and G2 are-locally isomorphic if and only if there are open 
nuclei u1 C G1 and u2 C G2 such that u1 is topologically 
isomorphic to u2 (as local groups). 
§2. Lie groups. 
Definition 2.1: G is a Lie group if and only if the 
following hold: 
i). G is a group. 
ii) G is,an analytic manifold. 
iii) · : GXG-+G is analytic. 
o,·· 
/ 
~- .. 
·--
... . r~:--" 
,• 
•..r,: 
I • 
• ·L~-. I .. 
···- .. -:-·.~· 
, I 
·i 
..... 
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Theorem 2. 2: Let G be a· Lie group. Let cr = (xi) be an 
admissible chart ate of dimension ·n. Let 1 ~ i ~ n. There 
is an o~en nucleus Wand a function H such that if u,v e W, 
then 
xi(uv) = H(cr(u),o(v)) 
where H is anal·ytic at (cr(e), cr(e)). 
Proof: Let V = dom(cr). Let W be an open nucleus with 
WW CV. Let g:GXG~G denote the multiplication, i.e. for 
each u,v E G, g(u,v) = uv. By definition g is analytic . 
• 
Since xl. E A(G), xio g 
€
 A(GXC) .. (a, a) is a chart at (e, e). ---,--~ -~---- ....... ~ 
Hence xiogo(cr,o)-l is analytic at (cr(e),o(e}). Let 
· i )-1 · ) i I< > H = x ogo(cr,cr . Then we have Ho(cr,cr = x og vxv. Let 
_u,v E W.·Then g(u,v) = uv E ww··c V = dom(xi). Thus 
• . ,, 1 
x (uv) = (Ho(cr,cr))(u,v) = H(cr(u),cr(v)). Q .. E.D. 
Let G be a Lie group and denote the multiplication by 
g. Let a E G. Then the left translation "a:G~G is analytic 
.,, 
' b~cause Aa(u) =au= g(a,u) and the multiplication is 
analytic~ (See theorem 7. 7.) The right translation Pa is 
also analytic. 
,r 
Theorem 2.3: Let G be a Lie Let f be the • group. inverse 
function, • for each u G, f (u) = u -1 Then f is analytic . i. e. E • 
. I . Proof-~irst we show that f • analytic at We must l.S e. 
show that there is an open ·set U such that for·each g E Ae(g), 
• 
·1 (g f) fU E Ae(G). Let cr = (x) b~ a chart ate of dimension n. 
. l 
I, 
. I 
,.· "I 
'i ._.,.....~ 
f 
1 
~ 
., 
• • 'J, /. ·• c• ~•!• •,: " .... ,.. ... -
in,.~ .~ .. 
• ' I 
I, 
' 
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u 
· 1 n 
Let V = dom(a). Let W be an.open nucleus and H ,·· ·,H be 
functions such that for each u,v E W, 
xi(uv) = Hi(x1(u),···xn(u),x1(v),·· ·,xn(v)), 1 ~ i ~ n, 
• 
where each H1 is analytic at (cr(e),a(e)). (Theorem 2.2.) 
Let cr(e) = (a1, .. · ,an). F~r u = e, we have 
xi(v) = Hi(a1,···,an,xl(v),· ··,xn(v)). 
Thus 
oHi 
dxJ I (cr(e)' cr(e)) = 5ij (the last n variables). 
By the second i~plicit function theorem, there is an open 
neighborhood U of cr(e) and functions J 1,· ·· ,Jn such that 
the system of equations 
i( 1 n 1 n) i H t , · · · , t , s , · · · , s = x ( e) , 1 ~ i ~ n, 
has the solution ' ::i,·...;... -
for 
Let 
For 
si = Ji(t1,., · · ,tn), 1 ~ i ~ n, 
(t1,···,tn) EU where each Ji is analytic at cr(e). 
-1 w1 = er [U]. Then w1 is an open 
i ) -1 ) v E w2, we have H (cr(v ,cr(v _) 
xi(v-1) = Ji(cr(v)). 
nucleus. Let w2 = w1nw. 
i -1 ) i ) . 
= x (v v = x (e, 1.e. 
So (xio f) (v) = (Jio cr) (v). Thus (xio f) IW2 = (Jio cr) IW2 . Since 
each Jiocr is analytic ate, there is an open nucleus w3 such 
that for 1 ~ ~ ~ n, (Jiocr) IW3 is analytic at each point of 
its domain. Let W4 ~ wznw3. Then (xiof) IW4 E Ae(G).r'"For any 
g E Ae(G), we have 
(gocr-1)o(crof) IW4 = ·go(cr-\cr)o(flW4) C (gof) IW4 
which shows that (gof)IW4 E Ae(G). So f is analytic ate. 
(T 
. l 
. . __ ·-· . .,-
I 
\' 
' . 
' )'~ ,~ 
I 
ti 
~i'.) 
r~~ 
- I 
'.i\, 
· .. .; 
.... '_(..,._"-' 
From this we show that f· is analytic at each point of 
-1 G. Let a€ G and b = a . Since Ab is analytic and w4 is a 
nucleus, there is an open neighb6rhood w5 of a such ~hat 
Ab[W5] C W4. For x E W5, 
(. · ) ) ((. )-1) -1( -lb) -1 pbofoAb (x = pb bx = x b = ~ = f(x). 
"· Hence £1W5 = (pbofoAb)IW5 . Thus f is analytic at a E G. So 
f is analytic. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2.4: Any Lie group i& a topological group. 
.·· Theorem 2.5: Let G be a Lie group. Then the dimension of G 
at all points is the same, i.e. G has a dimension. 
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-1 Proof: Let a E G and b = a . Then pb:G-,.G and pa:G-+G 
are analytfc. Recall that (pb)-l = Pa· Hence pb:G~G is an 
analytic homeomorphism. Observe that pb(a) = e. By theorem 
' 1.5.lQ, G has the same dimension at a and e. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.6: Let G be a T2 topological group. Let cr = (xi) 
be a chart ate of dimension n. Let u1 be an open nucleus 
and Hl, ... ,Hn functions such that for each u,v e u1, 
x1 (uv) = H1 (o(u),o(v)), 1 ~ i ~ n, · 
• 
where each H1 is analytic at (cr(e),o(e)). Then there is a 
··unique analytic structure· F on G such that the following hold: 
---1 
;,· ,·i) G is a Lie group. 
ii) There is an· open nucleus u2 such that o(u2 e F. 
,. 
Proof: Let V = dom(cr). Let v1 be an open neighborhood 
... 
• .,',\'•-,.,.{. ? 
,:..,_ 
.,. I 
. j 
I 
·, 
' 
I ,, 
\. 
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• 
of- ( a( e), o( e)) in .. which each H1 is analytic. Let 
v2 = (cr,cr)-1 [v1 J. Let W be an open nucleus with WW C u1nv2 . 
-1 . Let w1 be an open nucleus with w1 w1 C W. Th,en 
W1 C W C u1nv2 C _V. For each a E G, w1a = Pa[W1 J. is an open 
neighborho6d of a. For each a E G, let cra = a pbl(W1a) where 
b = a-1 . O?serve that Pa-11(W1a): w1a~w1 is a homeomorphism. 
Thus cra :W1 a~cr[W1 ] is a homeomorphism. Moreover cr[w1 ] C Rn 
is op~~- So cra is a chart at a E G. Let F1 = { cra I a e G }· 
Then F1 covers G. We show that F1 is analytic. 
I 
I 
Suppose dom(cra)ndom(crb) is not empty, i.e. w1anw1b is 
-·l not empty. We wish.to show that oaoob is analytic at each 
-
point of i~s domain. 
-1 dom(craocrb ) = 
Thusl we· get 
( · · -1) 1 n). i -1) 7T i o cr a o ob ( c , · · · , c = x ( u ba 
= H1 (cr(u),cr(ba- 1)f 
i(---1 · n 1( -1) n( -1)) 
= H c , · · · , c , x ba , · · · , x ba . 
Hence·1Tiocraocrb-l is analytic at each point of its doillairi.· 
- -1 . Similarly crbocra is analytic at each point of its domain . 
... 
So F1 is analytic. " · 1 
Let F be the unique analytic structure on G such that 
.,. 
' '..-
.1· 
~ '- I 
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F1 CF. (Theorem I.l.13.) Observe that cre = cr!Wi'e:·F: This 
makes G an analytic manifold, and condition ii) is· sati·sfied. 
Let a e G. Consider pa;..1 IW1a : w1a~w1 ~ First 
(Pa-11W1a)-l = Pa1W1. We show_that Pa-11W1a is analytic at 
a. Let D = a-1. It is sufficient to show that ao(pblW1a)ocra-l 
is analytic at cra(a). 
ao(pblW1a)o~-l = a~(pb/W1)o(pa1W1)ocr-l 
= ( cr o a - l) I cr [W 1 ] 
which is analytic at cra(a) = cr(e). Similarly Pa1W1 is 
- analytic ate. Thus pblW1a is analytic and invertible at 
I. }· 
-~ 
a E G. Therefore, it is sufficient to verify that multipli-
cation is analytic ate. Let g denote the multiplication. 
By hypothesis, for u,v e u1 , 
Hence 
Thus 
(xiog)(u,v) = (Hio(a,cr))(u,v). 
li . 
• ..¥_ 
xiogo(alW1,crjW1)-l = Hil(cr[W1 ]Xcr[W1 J). 
-Therefore, xiogo(cr/w1,crfR1)-l is analytic at (cr(e),cr(e)). 
So g is analytic at (e,e). Thus G is a Lie group. 
Let F2 be any analytic structure which makes Ga Lie 
group and s9ppose that u3 is an open nucleus such that 
crju3 e F2 . Then cr/(u3nw1) e F and aj(u3nw1) e F2 . The right 
translations are a·nalytic homeomorphisms. Thus, at each 
point of G, F and F2 have a chart in common. So F = F2. Q.E.D . 
• 
.· · ...... 
,, 
-~·. 
lr1D. .' ~ , .. 
.• 
•. l .... 
§3. Local Lie groups. 
'"·" 
Definition 3.1: Bis a local Lie group if and only if the 
following hold: 
i) Bis a connected analytic manifold. 
ii) Bis a local group. 
iii) There is an open germ. U C B such that · :UXU-.B 
is analytic. 
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In the above, i) means that Bis a connected topological 
• s))ace which is also an analytic manif ?ld. In iii), since 
UCB is open, U with the relative topology from Bis a 
submanif old of B by theo·rem I. 6. 5. 
Definition 3.2: Let G1 and G2 be Lie groups. 
i) G1 and G2 are analytically isomorphic if and only 
if there is a function H:G1 >G2 which is an isomorphism--and . 
an analytic homeomorphism. 
ii) G1 and G2 are locally analytically iso~orphic if 
and only if there are open nuclei u1 C G1 and u2 C c2 
and a 
topological isomorphism H:U1~u2 which is ana.nalytic 
homeomorphism. 
~ 
Theorem 3.3: Let-C be a group and BC G. Let B generate 
G, and let B be~ local Lie group with the multiplication· 
from G. Then there is a unique analytic structure F such that: 
• .
.. 
_J-------------~--~-------------------, I .. ......:J_j• I I, _:] .., ' ...!__,: 
' i 
i 
I j 
, I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
l 
. J . 
. ,. 
. .. 
. ,
._ 
.L, 
{,\ 
....... :,. 
i)·F makes G a·Lie group, and 
. ' ii) there is a nucleus V of B such that F coincides 
• 
with the original analytic structure from Bon V . 
Moreover, G is connected. 
Proof: First we define a topology en G which makes it 
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a T2 topological group. Let 'Y'= {VI Vis a nucleus of B }· 
Let ~ = { w I w C G and wnB E Y}· Clearly re w. We verify 
the five conditions of theorem A for W: Conditions 1, 2, 
and 3 are easily verified. Let W E 1f. Then wnB E Y Hence 
o/ -1 n -1 there is a v1 E , such that v1v1 CW B. The~ v1v1 Cw= 
and v1 E y. ·So 4 holds. Let W E Wand a E G. Since B .. 
genel'.'ates G, we can write a= a1a2 ···an where each ai E BUB- 1 . 
By continuity of multiplication (in B), since aieai-l = e, 
there is a u1 "E j/ such that a 1 u1 a 1 -l C W. By. an inductive 
argument, we see that there are u1 , .. ·,Un E y" such that 
-1 L L a.U.a. CU. 1 for 1 - i - n where U = W. From this, 1 1 1 1- 0 
· -1 ) -1 -1) aUna = (a1 · · ·an Un(an ···a1 CW. 
-1 -1 °l/1/' •, Hence U0 Ca Wa. Thus a Wa E ,r. So 5 holds. Let T be the 
unique\_Hausdorff topology on G which makes it a topological 
group with Was the family of nuclei. Consider the relative 
topology for B. { wnB I W E "W} is the family of relative 
nuclei for B. But this set is just cy'. So T gives the 
~----
---
original topology on B. Let cr be a chart in B which is 
r i· 
defined on a germ of B. Then o is defined on a nucleus of 
G and the multiplication is analytic by hypothesis. We apply 
I . 
theorem 2.6 to make Ga Lie group. The analytic structure is 
, 
·,L '' 
"' 
I 
i 
I, ' 
I , 
:- .. 
,I 
-. 
I ,., 
t, 
unique since ·a chart at e is given._. 
-1 Now we show that G is connected. Recall that Band B 
! '···,;o-
n -1 U -1 are connected and e €BB . Let U =BB . Then U is 
connected and e € U. For each n e z+, Un is the continuous 
·1mage of uxux- ··XU· (n times); ·hence Un is connected. Since 
e Eun, u{ un In E z+} is connected. Since B generates 
. G, .~ ~ u{ un In E z+ }· So G is connected. Q.E.ri .. 
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was born in Indianapolis, Indiana on August 1, 1940. He 
received his Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics 
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from Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Indiana, • in 
1962. He graduated with high honors and is a member of 
Tau Beta Pi. While at Rose, he puhlished three articles 
in the Rose Technic (April and October, 1961 and January, 
1962). He is an NDEA Fellow and has taught part time for 
one year--a-t -Lehigh Uni ver si t·y. 
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